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Forward
How to Become a Wealthy Solopreneur and Have the Freedom to
Do What You Want!
How would you like $1,700,000.00 (1.7 million dollars) after all expenses, yes
take home pay, in just 18 short months, working from home!
Some people I’ve helped said…
“Michael more than doubled my conversion rate from 6.5% to 13.5%. He is
a traffic and conversion genius.” - Ed Parry

“Michael showed me one simple strategy that instantly increased website
revenues, across ALL my sites by 32%. Not bad for an hour's work!” - Ken
McCarthy

“Michael, I have two words for you... astounding results! My ad revenue
jumped by over 500%.” - Chuck Lunsford

Imagine that you’re a wealthy affiliate marketer working from home. There's no getting
up early, frustrating commute, work clothes, bag lunches, endless meetings, egotistical
bosses, or gossiping coworkers, dragging you down, and ruining your days.
Now image being wealthy enough to own a dream home in the perfect neighborhood.
You could have an awesome car, memorable vacations, gifts for you, your family and
friends. You could give your children amazing weddings, the best university and an
incredible legacy. You could have the freedom to do what you want, when you want, for
as long as you want. And who doesn’t want that?
Wealth is Freedom! Freedom is Happiness!
You get to make your own rules. You can work when and where you want, for as long as
you want, or retire completely. The choice is yours. You get the freedom to support

causes, take up new hobbies, or just relax. If this sounds like something you want, then
I can tell you how to get it.
All it takes are five things; internet access, a decent computer, natural curiosity, a
commitment to succeed, and something to sell, which could be your product or service,
or someone else's. All the step by step "know how" is here in this ebook. Financial
rewards come fast and easy, if you take this experience and use it, starting today!
If you're already doing affiliate marketing, that's great! But what if I told you that you
could double, triple, or even quadruple your income by following my advice?
My name is Michael W. Campbell, I've made fortunes selling other people's stuff online,
not just once, but many times. (Yes, I'm the same guy that wrote Nothing but 'Net back
in 1999, followed by Clickin' it Rich, Revenge of the Mininet, Goobert Conversational
Marketing, Ultimate Heat Maps, and the Internet Marketing Secrets Newsletter for over
15 years.)
In my most recent effort, I teamed up with my friend and used Clickin' it Rich 2.0 (AKA
the ALOFT method) to net over $1,700,000. Yes, one point seven million dollars in take
home pay, pure profits in just 18 short months. But I don't say that to impress you, it's
to impress upon you, that even in today's crowded internet, with short attention spans,
fortunes can be made and it's not hard to do!
Now before you start thinking, "Here it comes!" This isn't a pitch. All the info you need
to succeed is here in this ebook. The rest is up to you.
So let’s get started, shall we?
Michael

Michael W. Campbell, CEO
Dynamic Media Corporation
https://DynamicMedia.com
P. S.
If you create or buy advertising as an employee for a company, you can apply
everything you’ll discover here. You can cut out the middleman, the ad agencies,
consultants, and everyone else. You can do the pay per click ads for your employer, or
client, or do this on the side, if you want to quit the rat race, and fulfill your dream of
working from home.

“While getting more traffic is important, what's overlooked is how to get more
people to buy. Michael Campbell's approach is a game changer. You will see
the buying process in a light you have never considered before and that will
give you an edge in your market.” - Jerry West

"I’m now far beyond what I thought was ever possible. Had I listened to
someone else, and not kept looking for a method I could really trust, I would not
be in the place I am. It took only 6 months of following Michael Campbell's
advice, to get on track and be self employed for life. (My dream for near 30
years of trying.)” - Les Oke

Chapter 1

The ALOFT Concept
INTRODUCTION TO ALOFT
How to use affiliate programs and the ALOFT PPC advertising system, for fast
and easy wealth.
This is all I do…

B

asically I create, design and write advertising. I sell other people's stuff through
affiliate programs. I make a commission for every successful conversion. It could
be for a sale, a lead, a form filled out, a software download, or something else.

The process is relatively simple as well. I call it the ALOFT Method. It stands for: Ad Lander - Offer - Followup - Track. It’s the simple PPC system for fast and easy wealth!
How fast? In only 18 months, my friend and I split 1.7 million dollars after all expenses.
That’s 1.7 million in take home pay!
Every day I check for new offers on the affiliate networks. I look for products and
services that are either brand new, have massive existing markets, sudden national

exposure, or lots of fanatics like sports and hobbies.
If I find something I want to advertise, I look at the merchant’s sales page for the
product. I try to figure out who wants it, what type of person they are, why they need it,
what problems it solves, and how I can tell their story in an emotional way that makes
people want to click.
After doing a few minutes of research into the type of persona likely to buy the product,
I design and write two types of ads. There are the little text only ones that go on the
search engines. There are also the full page ones that act as landing pages to presell the
prospect, before they head to the merchant’s sales page.
(If you want to get even more serious, there are a number of marketing strategies to
employ. You could create retargeting ads that follow people around. Write a series of
email autoresponders. Plus if the product sells like crazy, consider sourcing or creating a
product in the same category, and adding an affiliate program of your own.)
However, being lazy, I usually just make the text ads and landing pages. Occasionally,
for a hot market, I'll make the display (aka banner) ads. Just those alone made me
millions of dollars. Rarely will I go all out and write autoresponders and create products,
but that's where the bigger fortunes can be found.
So that's basically all I do. A little research along with creating ads and landing pages. I
consider it the grunt work, which usually takes a couple hours of my day.
So pull up a chair, grab a beverage and settle in. I’m handing you everything I've
learned by trial and error, since I started my advertising and marketing career back in
1988 and continue to learn to this day. Just take this library of experience and use it.
Make a commitment to keep at it for the next 18 months, and you too can become a
wealthy solopreneur and have the financial freedom to do what you want.
Michael
Michael W. Campbell, CEO
Dynamic Media Corporation
"Michael Campbell is one of the original lighthouses on the rocky shores of the
Internet marketing world. I can promise you that if it wasn't for his advice
and guidance, I would not have been working from home all these
years.” Dr. Andy Williams (Author, Educator, Wordpress & SEO Expert)

P. S.
Yes, it really is that simple. We made all that money without any fancy tools.
No social media! No Facebook! No YouTube! No Amazon! No Google!
There were no big monthly expenses like tracking servers, or keyword research services.
No paid competitive intelligence or spying tools. No advertising tactics like native ads or
sponsored content.
I was lazy and kept everything as simple as possible. All it took was one major traffic
source and a few offers. Yet I still generated 1.7 million dollars in take home pay in just
18 months!
Why not you? Just dig in to find out how. I hand you everything you need to know!
P. P. S.
I’m a professional graphic designer with a lot of advertising experience, so maybe you
won’t make as much money as I did. But I’m sharing ALOFT so that you can make even
more money than I did.
Just make a commitment to do it. Dive in and find out how easy it is. Or you can do
what you’ve always done. Which path will you choose?
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't
do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe
harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.” - Mark
Twain

“Michael, I used your affiliate marketing strategies and have been making steady
income and I owe you a huge thanks. I bought a big house in Florida and
recently moved there, all off of affiliate income. Not bad for a truck driver”
- Chuck W. (Last name withheld by request.)

WHY PAID ADVERTISING
Why choose PPC and paid advertising over other forms of marketing?
Because...

PPC is fast, the others are not
PPC is fairly consistent, the others are not
PPC is fairly predictable, the others are not
PPC has fewer rules and restrictions
PPC bypasses search engine algos for organic SEO
PPC provides instant traffic for testing

W

ith the ALOFT method, you don’t have to worry about getting incoming links,
creating endless content, getting liked, or shared. All you need to do is create
ads, make landing pages, and persuade your visitors to visit the merchant
where the sale is made.
So how good is PPC compared to SEO? Depending on who you ask, the top search result
gets around 31% of the clicks. The 2nd gets 25%, 3rd gets 11%, 4th gets 8% and it
just drops off from there.
So if I have ads in the top two spots - and since the average person don't know or care
if they are ads - I can lock down over half the click through on the search page.
Something important to remember, I don’t use Google in the ALOFT Method. The PPC
advertising there is too expensive, so I used Bing and other traffic sources instead. Bing
only gets 8% of all search, but it’s ignored by many advertisers, which means far less
competition.
If you choose not to run ads on the search engines, there are few rules. You can do all
sorts of fun stuff with your PPC traffic. Things like popups, or pop unders (aka
pounders). You can put as many ads as you want on your pages. The content doesn’t
have to be a certain length, etc.
With PPC you have the ability to target the individual customer early in the buying
funnel. You can drop cookies on their computer while they are in the research and
decision making phase. You have the opportunity to persuade them to buy now, or
follow them around with retargeting.
With PPC, you know for certain which advertisement worked best, because it got the
most clicks. More importantly, you'll know almost instantly, which ads convert into sales.
With PPC, you can split test a market, product idea, landing page, concept, headline,
book title, etc, in less than an hour, for about $20. If you tried to do the same thing with

SEO, or some other method, it would take months of time, labor, and money.
PPC is perfect timing. It’s the right audience at the right time. It’s this easy…
Let’s say someone is searching using the phrase “acne cure”. Your paid advertisement
for “acne cure” is at the top of Bing’s search results page. In that ad you’ve used
persuasive language, expressed in an emotional way. You’ve positioned your product as
the solution to their problem. Get ready for clicks. Lots and lots of clicks, which turn into
sales and commissions for you!
“Stopping advertising to save money is like stopping your watch to save time.” Henry Ford

WHY AFFILIATE PROGRAMS
Why choose affiliate programs instead of owning a store.

I

nventory is a liability, not an asset. With affiliate programs I don’t need employees, a
warehouse, packing, shipping, supply chain, etc. I can jump swiftly from one market
to another, testing the waters to see what works.

This week’s cash machine might be a sleeping aid that was featured on the Shark Tank
TV show. Next week I might be riding the coattails of a nationwide advertising campaign
for a reverse mortgage company. Tomorrow I might set up a campaign for a new
product that was featured in a popular magazine.
Do you see what I mean? Affiliate marketing lets you jump into the middle of an existing
revenue stream and capitalize on fads, trends, celebrity endorsements, recalls, news,
hobbies, plus any type of new product or service.
Why on earth would anyone want the limitations of a physical retail store, or online
warehouse, and be stuck with inventory, shipping, returns, customer service, etc, etc?
Yuck! It’s way too much work! And you don’t need any of it to make a lot of money
using the ALOFT Method.
“The less crap you put up with from other people, the happier you'll be.” - Mike
Rowe (Dirty Jobs Host)

WHAT YOU NEED TO START
Things you need before you start affiliate marketing.

A

LOFT is the money making system which was developed and perfected over a two
year period. It's an acronym which stands for (Ad - Lander - Offer - Followup Track). They are the five main components of the money making system.

In addition to little curiosity, commitment and determination to succeed, this is all you
need to succeed:
A decent computer with internet access.
One or more domain names for selling products.
Website hosting that allows you to set up several sites.
The ability to make web pages for those sites. (Or use a site builder.)
Content for the sites that you source or create. (Free or Paid)
Accounts with several affiliate networks. (Free)
Accounts with at least two paid traffic sources. (Usually free. Some need a deposit.)
A click tracking and redirect system. (Paid or free, which I explain later.)
An account with a stock photography company. (Free)
An account with a retargeting service. (Optional)
VPN software to change geographical locations. (Essential)
Some cash - about $500 to start - for paid advertising. (Optional if you already have
free search engine or social media traffic.)
Then apply the ALOFT method as you observe, research, plan, execute, and adjust
course along the way. That’s all you need. The persistence and determination must come
from you.
“You don't have to be good to start, but you have to start to get good!” - Zig Ziglar

Chapter 2

Preparing for Affiliate Marketing
AFFILIATE MARKETING DEFINITIONS

Essential jargon, acronyms and trade speak that affiliates need to know.

I

f you are new to “online advertising” go to Wikipedia and look up that exact phrase.
This will give you a jumping off point for an all you can learn info buffet.

If you’ve been around affiliate marketing for a while, I use the same jargon and
acronyms - CPA, CPC, CPM, RTB, Merchant, Lander - as everyone else. I also use a few
new definitions like - ALOFT, WADS, PPA, PPS - which I’ll explain here, in addition to
clarifying some old ones. And rather than put the definitions in alphabetical order,
they’re in order of importance.
ALOFT - This is my simple PPC strategy for fast and easy wealth, which was developed
and perfected over a two year period. It's an acronym which stands for (Ad - Lander Offer - Followup - Track). These are the five main components of the money making
system.
WADS - This is an acronym for Web Advertising Delivery System. A WADS can be any of
the following: a PPC (pay per click source), a RTB (real time bidding platform), ads on a
search engine like Bing or Google, an in-house ad network like the ones run by
Facebook, YouTube and dating sites, or any other platform, for delivering and serving
ads to the public.
Affiliate, Affiliate Marketing - This is you. You sell other people’s stuff and get a
commission for doing so. Some people refer to the affiliate as the Publisher, because
they put advertising on the pages they publish. But I think that’s a poor analogy. It just
confuses people. I call the people doing affiliate marketing the affiliates so there’s no
confusion.
Merchant - This is the store, the brand name, the warehouse, the shipper and fulfiller
of goods. They are the ones who pay you a commission when you sell their stuff.
Sometimes they pay you directly if they have an in-house affiliate program, or through a
third party known as an affiliate network.
Offers - This is what the merchant is offering for sale. A merchant, or brand may have
just one, or millions of items that you can sell. You make a commission when you fulfill
the terms of the offer, which could be a product sale, or an action such as a sign up,
application filled out, or lead generation, etc.
Merchant Sales Page - This is the sales page on the merchant’s website that features
the offer. A merchant may have just one, or thousands of sales pages on their website.
This page is responsible for converting the visitor, or prospect into a customer, by having
them take some sort of action, or making a purchase. Some people refer to this page as

the merchant’s lander, or landing page, but that’s confusing because the affiliate also
makes landers. I call this the merchant's sales page for the sake of clarity.
Affiliate Network - These are portals where merchants bring their offers. Many
merchants prefer going through an affiliate network, instead of the headache and hassle
of setting up an in-house affiliate program, along with click tracking systems, mass
payment systems, affiliate managers, etc.
CPA - This is an acronym for Cost Per Action. However, it would be better understood by
affiliates if it was referred to as PPA (pay per action). It basically means that a
commission is made without a sale taking place. It might be a signup, an application
filled out, a lead generation system for services, or any other information that is
submitted as the goal of the affiliate program.
PPS - This is an acronym for Pay Per Sale although some refer to it misleadingly as Cost
Per Sale. This is where a commission is given by the affiliate program only after a sale is
made. PPS can be very lucrative but it is subject to returned merchandise and
commission reversals. So always check the return rate displayed by the affiliate network,
before choosing to sell any product.
Campaign, Advertising Campaign - On the WADS it’s often just a name that you
create for your reference. On your computer, it’s a folder on your drive containing things
like; screen shots of the offer page, the merchant sales page, the ads you create, any
ads provided by the merchant, etc. It’s a good idea to come up with a naming
convention from the start that includes codes for the affiliate network, offer name and
offer number, on both the WADS setup and on your local drive, so you can find them
quickly.
Ad Groups - These are like folders inside a filing cabinet, or subfolders on your local
drive. There could be dozens or even hundreds of ad groups filed under each campaign.
In terms of PPC advertising on the search engines, they want the ad groups and the ads
inside them, to be as semantically and thematically tight as possible.
Ads, Text Ads, Display Ads - These are the advertisements that are created or
sourced by the affiliate, or provided by the merchant. Theses ads can be text based like
those which appear in search results, or they can be graphical display ads in standard
IAB sizes.
IAB - The Interactive Advertising Bureau is a business organization that set standard
sizes for display advertising on the internet. Some sizes perform better than others.
According to Google, “The sizes we've found to be the most effective are the 336x280
large rectangle, the 300x250 medium rectangle, the 728x90 leaderboard, the 300x600

half page, and on mobile the 320x100 large mobile banner.” (I’ve also had great success
with the 160 x 600 Wide Skyscraper on desktop and the 320 x 50 on mobile.)
Banner Ads - An archaic term for display ads and display advertising. Some luddites
still use the term to mean all non text ads on a website. Since you don’t want to be
perceived as a fossil, please refer to banner ads as display ads.
Retargeting, Remarketing, Behavioural Advertising - Cookie based advertising
based on your previous actions online. For example, you search for info about a car, then
ads featuring that car follow you around the internet. That’s because the original page
set a cookie on your computer. Retargeting can easily increase sales by 30-40%.
CPM - This means cost per thousand impressions. With PPC you only pay when someone
clicks on your ad. With CPM advertising you pay by the impression, whether someone
clicks on your ad or not. Since robots account for 52% of all web traffic, be sure you are
advertising on legitimate websites, not fake ones with robotic traffic causing the
impressions, which is a total waste of money.
RTB - This is an acronym for Realtime Bidding. It’s a programmatic CPM system for
showing display ads, based on realtime auctions. So using an RTB network, you bid a
certain amount like $3.00 per 1,000 impressions. If you’re the highest bidder, your ads
will show.
PPC - It’s an acronym for Pay Per Click advertising. You do not pay for ad impressions.
You only pay when the ad gets clicked. This is the most effective type of advertising
when using the ALOFT method. It’s also good for brand building and website awareness,
because some people will see your ad many times without clicking it. So it’s like getting
CPM, or ad impressions for free.
CTA - This is an acronym for Call To Action, which is a phrase that I coined while writing
my 1999 ebook “Nothing but ‘Net”. A CTA can be text, a link, button or some other
graphic element, that asks the prospective customer to take some form of action, which
is usually the next step in the conversion funnel. The simplest example is a “Buy Now”
button, along with others like, Add to Cart, Learn More, Shop Now, Get Yours, Read
More, Look, Only $0.00, Just $00.00, Save 50% Now, Buy One Get One Free aka BOGO.
Branded Ads - When using display ads for CPM advertising, some ad networks and RTB
networks require a domain name displayed somewhere on the ad. If the ad network
doesn’t require it, many of their customers do, so if you have an unbranded ad, the ad
inventory you can buy will be limited. So it’s a good idea to put the domain name,
without all the http://www stuff, just yourname.com, in the bottom corner of the display
ad in small, light grey type.

Brand Bidding - This is a type of PPC advertising where you bid on the brand name of
the product. Many brands forbid it, so be sure to read the offer page. Some affiliate
network prohibit brand bidding as a matter of policy, so be sure to read the affiliate
agreements. All that said however, the offers with no restrictions, that allow brand and
product category bidding usually make the most money for the affiliate.
Remnant Traffic - Popular websites usually sell their best ad placements, or ad
inventory, through contract sales known as media buys to advertising agencies. The ad
inventory they cannot sell, which can range anywhere from 10-80%, is sold through ad
networks and RTB networks.
Track, Tracking, Link Tracking, Click Tracking - Usually the WADS, RTB networks,
and affiliate networks have built in tracking. The affiliate link provided by the affiliate
network has an identifier that’s unique to you, so you can get paid commissions. In
addition, affiliates often use their own, or third party, click tracking systems to verify
clicks and cloak links through redirects.
Link Cloaking - A method of taking an obvious affiliate link and hiding it so competitors
cannot spy on you. Link cloaking usually involves URL shortening, or link shortening, to
make the link easier to remember. The cloaking can be provided through a link tracking
service, click tracking software, a website plugin, or other methods.
Link Redirects, Redirecting, URL Forwarding - This is a way to take dozens, or
hundreds of links used in promoting an offer, and have them all controlled through one
central link. So if you have 100 ads promoting an offer, you can swap out all 100, simply
by changing one single redirect link. It is essential to have some sort of redirect system
in place for affiliate marketing. I’ll tell you how to do it for free later on.
Direct Linking - This is when your affiliate link goes directly from the PPC ad to the
merchant’s sales page, without a landing page. This method of affiliate marketing isn’t
allowed by Google, but Bing and most other WADS permit it. In most cases, the search
engines want the affiliate to link from the PPC ad, to a landing page, which is hosted on
the affiliate’s web site. There is an exception to the rule though. Direct linking is always
permitted if you are the retailer or wholesaler of a product.
Landing Page aka Lander - The landing page is a web page created by the affiliate
that is hosted on their server. It is like a stepping stone between the ad on the WADS
and the merchant’s sales page. The purpose of the lander is to persuade the prospect
that clicked on the ad, to continue onto the merchant’s sales letter. It can also be used
to generate email leads for the affiliate and drop cookies, or tracking pixels, onto the
prospect for retargeted advertising.

Popups aka Popovers, Popunders aka Pounders - These are web pages that either
cover up content by popping over it, or go behind content by popping under it. They are
usually in the form of full or half page ads. They are usually triggered when a page
loads, but can also be triggered by some other action such as attempting to click on the
browser’s back button. Most WADS do not allow them, but some WADS specialize in
them. So be sure to read the fine print before using them.
Followup - Following up with a prospect or customer involves some sort of interaction
with them after the initial click, website visit or sale. It can be in the form of retargeting,
email autoresponders, a free download, a PDF report, ebook, private site membership,
or some other method of continuing the relationship.
Whew! - Now that the affiliate marketing terms are out of the way, you can get started
with the ALOFT method. If you find a phrase or concept that you don’t understand, be
sure to refer back to this page, or look up the phrase on Wikipedia.
“Empty the coins from your purse into your mind, and your mind will fill your purse
with gold.” - Benjamin Franklin.

MULTI SITE WEBSITE HOSTING
Use multisite or grid style hosting for affiliate marketing.

N

eedless to say, if you’re going to have websites, you’ll need hosting. Sorry, but
landing page services, social media hosting, and free social networks, are not the
best choice for serious affiliate marketing. It’s better to have all your pages hosted
under your own domain names.
I used to have several of my websites hosted on Amazon S3 servers. They were static
sites that I created and updated using Rapidweaver, or Blocs on the Mac. The cost for all
of them was just a few dollars a month. I also had a couple of larger Wordpress sites
that I put together with the Beaver Builder page builder.
Then came Focus from Chris Pearson. It’s a skin for his Thesis theme, which blows away
anything that I’ve used before. I immediately stopped using the bloated page builders,
because they are slow loading glaciers compared to the Focus Thesis combo. With its
built in SEO features, modular content, redirects, landing page template, and fast
loading, I was able to throw away almost all my Wordpress plugins.
Keep in mind that Wordpress sites need PHP and MySQL. That’s because Wordpress
needs to access the databases. I prefer “grid style” hosting for these, because I can
have more than one site on the same account.

Speaking of hosting, I’ve been through dozens of hosting companies and ended up
hating most of them. It was usually due to poor customer service, slow speeds, outages,
and pathetic billing practices.
Right now I use Chillidog Hosting. The speed, service and billing has been nothing short
of amazing. I can set up numerous websites on the same account, plus I get unlimited
emails, unlimited bandwidth and free SSL certificates.
I’m ecstatic to find such a good host after years of disappointment with other
companies. (I’m looking at you Godaddy, Blue Host, Host Gator, Media Temple, which all
sucked, after the initial sale, especially when accessing them on a Mac.) So if you want a
good host, go with a smaller company like Chillidog and be happy!
Try to avoid “specialized” Wordpress only type hosting. Most have the interface dumbed
down so far that you don’t have much control over what you can do. Others install so
much proprietary software that moving your site can be a nightmare later on.
All websites need to be HTTPS, the secure encrypted version of HTTP. At the time of this
writing, most browsers show an alert message if the site is insecure. That blows shopper
confidence immediately. They click back to the search results and will not visit your site.
So having HTTPS is critical now.
The SSL certificate which allows HTTPS is free on Chillidog Hosting, Amazon S3 and
many other hosts. Amazon’s SSL is through their CloudFront service. Another called
“Let’s Encrypt” provides a free SSL certificate that you can install yourself.
Many hosts are adopting the free “Let’s Encrypt” model and making it part of their
Cpanel (control panel). All you need to do is click a button and the free SSL installs and
automatically renews for you. (Some hosts can take 24 hours for the SSL to activate,
but most have an “activate now” button in the control panel for instant activation.)
So the bottom line is, you’ll need several websites. You only need one to start, but
having sites in several categories lets you sell many different things. They can be static
HTML or dynamic Wordpress sites, but you’ll need a host that allows several domains on
one account, like Chilli Dog Hosting.
Plus you’ll need SSL certificates. But you don’t need to pay for them. Any host wanting
to charge you for an SSL certificate in this day and age, only has their hand in
your wallet and isn’t worth having on your team.
“Price is what you pay. Value is what you get.” - Warren Buffett

SET UP SOME WEBSITES
Set up a few affiliate marketing websites.

I

f you don’t have a website you’ll need to set up at least one. If you don’t, you’ll be
stuck with direct linking from the ad to the merchant’s sales page. Yes, that still
works, but the choice of WADS for that model is shrinking. Direct linking also means
that you cannot collect email addresses, do surveys, or drop cookies and pixels for
retargeting customers.
If you do have a couple of websites, you can go ahead and start applying the ALOFT
Method to them. But don’t skip this page though, because it has some great ideas for
new websites.
If you already know how to use Wordpress, Rapidweaver, Blocs, or some other site
builder, each new website shouldn’t take more than a week to set up. That includes
everything, even the content, which can be outsourced. But before you start, it’s
important to talk about categories and markets.
Top level categories include things like finance, home, recreation, business, health,
science, arts, sports, etc. Subcategories get a little more specific. Niches are small and
tightly focused.
Subcategories work best for the ALOFT method. Top level categories are a little too
broad. Niches are too narrow. The subcategory is just right. They are also fairly easy to
set up and not too overwhelming to think about.
For example, a subcategory of health is personal fitness. You could sell things like home
gym equipment, yoga stuff, weights, mats, supplements, clothing, workouts, diets and
more. You don’t have to include top level health category content like medical advice
and nutrition.
Keep it simple and focus. Remember that the ALOFT method doesn’t rely on SEO for
traffic, so you don’t need a lot of original content. 20-30 pages will do, but it has to be
researched and well written.
The purpose of the website is to “look pretty” to the affiliate managers so they let you
join their affiliate networks. And to the WADS, so they let you join their advertising
networks. And somewhere to store all the contextually related landing pages that you’ll
be creating for the offers.
Now here’s the sneaky part. Never show your landing pages to the affiliate networks or
the WADS networks.

Show the networks your home page with links to all your internal pages and articles. It
looks like a normal website of 20-30 pages. It could be a single column layout like the
Focus skin (ideal for mobile) or have a sidebar with display ads in it. To the networks,
this looks like where their ads will appear. In reality, the heavy lifting is done by hidden
landers.
Your website’s internal pages do not link to the landing pages. You do not want the
search engines, merchants, affiliate networks, etc finding them. The landing pages can
link into to the rest of your site, but never link the site back to the landers, so they can
remain hidden from spying eyes.
In addition to the content pages there a few mandatory ones. They are a terms of use
page, privacy policy, about page, and a contact form.
Do not try to write the privacy and policy pages yourself. Get the Legal Forms Generator
by internet lawyer Mike Young. Just enter your company address and push the button.
Copy and paste the HTML into your site. Done!

Get mandatory legal pages the fast & easy way!
Here is a quick breakdown of some markets that I’ve used for the ALOFT Method.
Hopefully they’ll jump start some ideas for you.
Employment: job search, post a resume, resume writing services, resume tips,

interview tips, job postings, etc
Entertaining: bartending, barbecue, parties, backyard, holidays, swimming pools, yard
furniture, etc
Entertainment: sports memorabilia, collectibles, costumes, tickets, music gear, etc
Finance: loans for personal, cash advance, business, credit cards, reverse mortgage,
insurance for life, home, term life, etc
Vacations: booking hotels, cruises, flights, travel tips, luggage, destinations,
attractions, language courses, etc
Relationships: tips, advice, gifts, flowers, events, books, counselling, dating
membership sites, etc.
Health: vitamins, herbs, supplements, diets, food, home gym equipment, gear, apparel,
training systems, etc
In the employment niche I can promote a number of affiliate programs. Each has their
own landing page. Since the landing pages are not accessible from the main site, I can
promote dozens of job related services, without them finding out about each other.
I also created a PDF full of resume tips. It’s easy to customize this for each offer. I get
an email address, or a survey question answered in exchange for the report. I also set
cookies for the product or service, and for retargeting additional products.
Think about what job seekers need. It could be a resume writing service, interview tips,
a payday loan, a car loan, somewhere to submit the resume and look for jobs.
Then think about what the employer needs. Things like interview tips, what questions to
ask, body language, somewhere to post the job opening, and find the resumes of people
looking for work.
If you dive into it and start writing down everything you can think of, you’ll find
hundreds of things you can sell in any subcategory. Check into a directory like Best of
the Web at botw.org and dig into the listings there. Or start on Wikipedia with a search
for finance, health or employment and feast on the ideas from there.
All it takes a 20-30 page site that looks good and reads well. Get that set up and you’ll
have no problem gaining access to ad networks, affiliate networks and all the best
affiliate programs. Then once you have one running, set up another so you can run
offers in more categories.

“Show up every day. Work. Pay attention to results. Think. Learn. Adapt. Desire to
improve. There's no magic beyond that.” - Ken McCarthy

SEO AS YOU GO
Follow SEO best practices as you add pages to the websites.

I

t’s a good habit to do SEO on your webpages as you create them. Many of the SEO
factors like site speed, responsive design and mobile optimization, are also important
for PPC, because they dramatically increase conversion rates.

In addition, the top ranked pages always feature design elements for readability. That
means including a H1 page title or headline, a photo, alt tags, H2 subheads and several
paragraphs of quality content on each page. All of this is also good for PPC, because it
creates a better user experience, which leads to increased trust and more buying
customers.
”Reverse engineering Google is like trying to reverse engineer cake. You know
there's flour, sugar, eggs and butter, but the same ingredients can make hundreds
of different cakes. All we have is aggregates upon aggregates of data, that
give circumstantial evidence for best practices at best.” ~ Mike Marshall
(Former US Patent Adviser on Search Engine Technology)
I’ve seen plenty of affiliate webpages get on the first page of Google and Bing. So like
Mike Marshall said in the above quote, follow SEO best practices as you add pages to
your website. That way, your pages will fare better than your competition, who do not
optimize for the search engines. Then if you do get top rankings, its like getting a whole
lot of bonus traffic for free.
One of my earliest students, Dr. Andrew (Andy) Williams, went on to become an SEO
expert. He has dozens of books published on Amazon and many courses available
through Udemy.
What makes Andy a better teacher than most, is his ability to explain the complexities of
being a webmaster, in way that anyone can understand. The Udemy courses with videos
are especially helpful.
In addition to Dr Andy’s courses, if you want to SEO as you go, consider subscribing to
Planet Ocean's Search Engine News. Never heard of them? That’s because no one ever
promotes them. They are the longest running SEO publication on the planet.
Most professional SEOs don’t want you to know about Planet Ocean because it’s their

secret information source. And I know that telling you about Planet Ocean is going to
upset hundreds of SEO practitioners, because if you subscribe to Planet Ocean, you can
bypass the SEO agencies and do the SEO yourself.
Yes, there are thousands of other ebooks, websites and courses on how to do SEO. Most
are just theory with little scientific evidence to back their claims. Just aggregates upon
aggregates of data remember? Many are out of date and some have tactics that will get
your website penalized. Others will get you outright banned, including your PPC account.
So be careful about your SEO information sources.
Stick with the “white hat” methods that you’ll find in Dr. Andy Williams Udemy courses
and the monthly updates in Planet Ocean's Search Engine News. They are the best “best
practices guides” that you can get, and the only ones you truly need.
“Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks
like work.” - Thomas Edison

FIND FREELANCE WRITERS
How to find and work with freelance writers.

I

usually write all my own affiliate marketing content, if I have interest in the topic.
However, for boring stuff, or content I know little about, I hire professional freelance
writers to create content for me. That way, I can create landing pages to sell
products in each one of those product categories.
Initially I hired five writers and settled on two. One was a retired teacher with a PhD in
history, the other an MBA with a minor in journalism. Both were very affordable,
eventually producing articles in the 400-500 word range for about 10 dollars each.
I met them by posting my article writing gig on a freelance site called Upwork.com. I
paid for a test run of 5-10 articles each, paying their full asking price of 20 dollars per
500 word article.
Once I verified their quality and established a bit of trust, I persuaded them to move off
the service to a direct payment method, and a to more personal one to one relationship.
I also promised them work, hundreds of short 400 word articles, and was able to
negotiate the price down to 10 dollars each.
Although good writers are relatively easy to find, there are a few details that need to be
worked out. Things like copyright, structure and payment.

1) You need a contract in writing, signed by the author, specifying copyright assignment
and exclusivity, so you literally own what they write. Those two are essential or find
another writer.
2) Give the writers a guideline stating how many articles, delivery & payment schedule,
number of words & paragraphs, and a mutually beneficial payment system.
3) Provide all the article titles, which are also the topics. Then all they have to do is
research and write.
4) Include the HTML structure like H1, H2, etc, and ask the writers to write in-between
the HTML code. Then you can simply copy and paste the finished article into your site,
automatically getting the H1 headlines and H2 subheaders exactly where you want
them.
Good writers know how to research and format an article with an intro, middle and
conclusion. They are also very good at plugging in to an existing framework. By
leveraging their talent, you can stop working in your business, and spend time working
on your business instead.
“Customer satisfaction is worthless. Customer loyalty is priceless.” - Jeffery Gitomer

JOIN SEVERAL AFFILIATE NETWORKS
Join several affiliate networks and find stuff to sell.

A

fter you have at least one website set up, join 3-5 affiliate networks. You’ll need
that many, because what you can sell depends on the offers that are out there.
The more networks, the more choice. Just don’t go overboard on it.

I prefer a healthy mix of CPA (getting commissions on actions) and PPS (getting
commissions on sales). Two of my favorite networks are MaxBounty and ShareASale.
MaxBounty focuses mostly on the CPA space. ShareASale is more about selling physical
goods, although there is some overlap.
Do not use any affiliate network that takes 90 days to pay you. That is totally
unacceptable in this digital age. And there’s no reason for it, except them collecting
interest on your money.
Look for affiliate networks that pay out monthly like ShareASale or weekly like
MaxBounty. Cash flow and scalability are everything, especially when starting out. You’ll
want to reinvest at least 80-90% of your earnings back into the business.

Sometimes an offer will be exclusive to one network. Other times an offer will be
featured on several networks, but it will have different conditions. For example, a
merchant in CPA network A will allow search engine ads, and direct linking, but require
landing pages on network B. So always look for identical offers on different networks
and pick the one with the least restrictions.
If you like to travel, be sure to visit the Affiliate Summit and the other affiliate marketing
shows. Work the floor, meet the affiliate managers and staff working the booths. You’ll
be amazed at the diversity of affiliate programs available.
Some affiliate programs use these summits and trade shows as their only form of
advertising. If you don’t attend, finding these programs can be very difficult. They want
to meet their affiliates in person, not through an anonymous online application form.
This is especially true for sensitive programs like credit cards, loans and finance.
Remember that you can write off the entire trip as a business expense. The entry fee,
airfare and accommodation are all 100% deductible in the fiscal year they occurred. So
it’s a nice way to get a vacation, and reimbursed for it, through a tax break.
The bottom line is that, people are far more likely to work with you, after you’ve met
them face to face. Plus, there’s the added benefit of social interaction, which you can
refer to in all communications with their office. Just that relationship alone will help you
get bigger affiliate commissions when you ask for more money later on.
“If you're not stubborn, you'll give up on experiments too soon. And if you're not
flexible, you'll pound your head against the wall and you won't see a different
solution to a problem you're trying to solve.” - Jeff Bezos

TRAFFIC SOURCES
Where to get paid traffic.

P

aid traffic sources include search engines like Google and Bing. Retail platforms like
Amazon. Social networks like Facebook. Private ad networks like the dating sites.
And thousands of independently run, in-house programs, for everything from food,
to jobs, travel, loans, etc.
There are dozens of ad networks to choose from. They act as a hub where you can
choose from hundreds of places to advertise. Some specialize in desktop and web,
others focus on mobile and in-game ads.
There are also RTB (real time bidding) networks, that can be used for both advertising

and retargeting. The RTB networks make it easy to get your ads into the search engine’s
content networks, and in the top 10 websites of the organic search results, when you
choose to buy remnant ad inventory from them.
You can find curated lists of these traffic sources by searching with phrases like “list of
PPC networks” or “list of RTB networks”. But instead of getting overwhelmed with the
details, the whole point of ALOFT is to keep it simple.
After testing Google, Facebook, and dozens of others, it became clear that some ad
platforms, or WADS convert better than others. So after testing and crunching the
numbers, I chose to advertise on Bing’s search results and follow it up with retargeting.
If you want more traffic sources, go for it. If you have lots of cash for testing, go big and
do PPC on Google search results. If you have a good website with strong landing pages
it may be worth it. But keep in mind that we made 1.7 million dollars - take home pay in 18 months with mostly Bing, landing pages, and a little retargeting.
“Analysis paralysis is a consequence of having too much choice.” - Barry Schwartz

CREATE THE WADS ACCOUNTS
Create accounts with the traffic sources.

A

ll the WADS have similar setups. All of them require basic info like company
name, address, contact info, time zone, credit card number, etc.

Some WADS require funds up front, before they let you set up an account. Others
let you set up an account at no charge, but you must pay in advance before the ads can
run.
Usually there’s a choice between manual or automated funding. I always prefer manual,
so my funds run out before the credit limit does.
Since you’ll be spending considerable amounts on the credit card, be sure that you know
the monthly and daily spending limits on your card. You’ll also want it to be a rewards
card. Some credit cards give discount flights, or merchandise, but I prefer cash back.
Math Warning! For example, my top net earnings doing affiliate marketing full time was
around $3,000 a day. I ran at about 20% profit. That meant a $15,000 daily spend on
the credit card. So even a measly 1% cash back credit card results in nearly $55,000
cash back per year!
(Yes, you can do it too. Or even make more money than I did. I didn’t start by spending

15K a day on ads. I started small with $500 as my total budget. Then slowly through
persistence, patience and commitment, plowing 80% of my earnings back into the
business, eventually got there.)
You’ll need to make sure your bank, and credit card company, know what you’re doing.
Tell them in advance that you’re buying advertising or you risk having your card blocked
for sudden massive spending.
Finally, be sure to check the countries that are allowed to participate in the WADs.
Almost all of them are worldwide, but I have run across a handful that allow only USA
residents to advertise.
“There is no passion to be found playing small, in settling for a life that is less than
the one you are capable of living.” - Nelson Mandela

SET UP A REDIRECT SYSTEM
Set up a redirect system for affiliate links.

I

nstead of having an exposed affiliate link, it’s better to hide it inside a redirect. It
hides the referring URL from the merchant. It also hides your unique affiliate ID from
people trying to spy on your campaigns.

Not all WADS allow redirects, so be sure to check their policies. Some, notably the
search engines, want the destination URL to be a landing page. Once the prospect is on
the landing page though, you can add redirects, click tracking and retargeting cookies.
If you’re using a click tracking service, they create the redirects for you. You’ll need to
refer to their instructions and videos on how to set them up.
If you’re not using a click tracking service, here’s how to set redirects up on your own
Unix server using something called .htaccess. It’s nothing more than a simple text file.
If you have a Unix server, it may already have an .htaccess text file on it. You can add
the redirects to this existing file, after any other text that may be present. (Just make a
backup of it before you modify it.)
If do not see an .htaccess file on your server, you can create one in a plain text editor
like BBEdit, TextWrangler, NotePad, etc. Each redirect needs to be on its own line and
typed out exactly as shown in the examples below.
Redirect /aweber http://www.aweber.com/?19118

Redirect /hosting https://billing.chillidoghosting.com/aff.php?aff=97
Redirect /legal http://legalformsgenerator.com/104.html
Type the word Redirect, followed by a space, then a slash, followed by any code you
make up, then a space, followed by the affiliate link. In the examples above, I made up
the codes ‘aweber, hosting, legal’ so that they are easy to remember.
Once you have all the redirects typed out, save the page to your computer as htaccess.
Then upload it via FTP to the root directory of your Unix server. Now add the period in
front of the filename so it looks like this .htaccess. That’s all there is to it.
If you can’t see it after uploading it via FTP, make sure you have “show invisible files”
selected. Then refresh your FTP software and you should see it.
So now the links leaving my ad or landing page look like this:
https://dynamicmedia.com/aweber
https://dynamicmedia.com/hosting
https://dynamicmedia.com/legal
When someone clicks this AWeber link, (go ahead and try it) their browser goes to my
server, where it reads the .htaccess file, then gets redirected to the affiliate program.
In addition to cloaking affiliate links, the real power of the redirect is being able to
change links on a global level. For example, if an affiliate program goes down or gets
moved, I don't have to change hundreds of links, in dozens of ads and landing pages. All
I need to do is change the one affiliate link inside the .htaccess file and all the links are
updated.
If using a separate server for redirects, put a little blurb like the one below, as a home
page. It helps explain why merchants are seeing the domain name in their referrer logs.
WEBSITE STATEMENT
ThisHereWebsite.com is a click tracking server operated by Dynamic Media Corporation.
We are a digital advertising agency located in Vancouver Canada, which is why you are
seeing referrals from us in your server logs.
We provide our clients with media buys, account management, design and creatives for
advertising campaigns. In sum, we create persuasive ads that get clicked, generating
qualified leads for our clients. Click here to learn more. <— Which is a link to our

agency’s website.
| Privacy Policy | Term of Use | Contact Us | <— More links to the appropriate pages on
our agency’s website.
“A good advertisement is one which sells the product without drawing attention to
itself.” - David Ogilvy

SET UP A TRACKING SYSTEM
How to track from ad click to the sale.

M

ost WADS have some sort of click tracking built in. All of them tell you how many
clicks and impressions each ad got, but not all of them have conversion tracking.

Most of the people I know doing serious PPC advertising use professional tracking
software. Others have set up their own hosted tracking software. All of them offer click
tracking, link cloaking and conversion tracking.
Usually the merchant, or affiliate network, will provide some sort of conversion signal so
you can track sales as well. It could be a pixel that fires, a tracking code, cookie, or
special URL. You’ll need to append your affiliate link with the tracking code that they
provide.
Although I’d probably get a lot more useful data from using a professional tracking
system, I used a vey simple way. I just append the WADS Ad ID to the affiliate link.
For example, let's break down this fictional affiliate link from the MaxBounty affiliate
network. Here’s how it looks by default.
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?o=5050&c=91234&a=33344
The mb102.com/lnk.asp? is the MaxBounty server.
The o=5050 is their offer number.
The c=91234 is their customer (merchant) ID.
The a=33344 is the affiliate’s ID.
In addition to the basic link, MaxBounty lets us append tracking codes, (S1 S2 Etc)
known as Sub IDs onto the end of the default link like this:
http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?

o=5050&c=91234&a=33344&s1=BingSearch&s2=112233
The first sub ID tacked onto the end of the default link is &s1= it is the traffic source. In
this example it’s PPC on the Bing search engine. The second sub ID, &s2= can be an
identifier, like the unique Ad ID Number. In this example our Ad ID is 112233. (If you
don’t have a unique Ad ID yet, don’t worry, you’ll get one when you save your ad into
the WADS.)
Even though Bing allows me to see how many clicks each ad gets, the unique ID will
allow me to see which ads converted into sales, next time I log into the MaxBounty
dashboard.
Then as a final step, I’ll want to copy and paste this raw affiliate link into an .htaccess
redirect. I usually use the product name so it’s easy to remember like this:
mywebsite.com/coolwidget
Which when clicked goes to my .htaccess server. Which then gets redirected to the
merchant’s sales page.
Redirect /coolwidget http://www.mb102.com/lnk.asp?
o=5050&c=91234&a=33344&s1=BingPPC&s2=112233
The downside is that I don’t know which search phrase lead to the sale. I know which
ad, but I don’t have any other data. If I had been a little less lazy and used tracking
software, I would have made a lot more money, because I could have focused my
advertising on the highest converting phrases. (But hey, netting 1.7 million in 18 months
isn’t too shabby for being lazy either!)
“To persuade people to buy a product, you need them to act on the advertising.
They will only get up off the couch and search you out if your message has
emotional content.” - Terry O’Reilly

STOCK PHOTO LIBRARY
Use stock photos in all your display ads.

I

’ve got hundreds of stock photos on my computer. They are tagged with people,
places, things, emotions, colors, etc. I’ve been collecting them for decades.

You don’t need that many photos to start. Just buy them as you need them. But if
you set up your account now, it won’t slow you down later.

I use 123RF for stock photos. They’re very affordable and they have the exact same
photos as the expensive services.
When doing PPC or CPM style advertising, it’s a good idea to buy credits in bulk. I
usually drop around $100 or so each time my credits run out. The more credits I buy,
the less expensive the photos get. At the time of this writing, small photos on 123RF are
costing me less than $1.50 each.
Be sure to read the license agreement before using the photos. Basic use includes the
right to use the photos in digital format. That includes web use and PDF files.
Licensing larger photos costs more credits. Licensing for print use costs even more. But I
find that medium is the largest size that I’ve ever needed.
One last thing to check are the permissions. Some photos are for editorial use only. That
means you cannot use them for promotional purposes. Luckily those photos are few in
number and they can be blocked from appearing in 123RF’s search results.
As for free stock photos services, I don’t use them. Some of the creative commons
licensing is hard to understand, somewhat vague, and they often need special citations,
captions, or links. That’s a lot of extra work. There’s also no guarantee that the
photographer is authentic and the photo is royalty free.
Besides, there’s a reason why the stock photos are free, which is often a quality issue. If
that’s all you can afford then its better than having no photo, but I’d rather pay two
dollars for a high quality, royalty free photo, that I can reuse as long as I want.
“Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can.” - Arthur Ashe

NEGATIVE KEYWORD LISTS
Create or source negative keyword lists.

T

he negative keyword list is a very powerful tool. It prevents your ad from
showing, when a search query contains any keyword phrase on the list.

For example, here are just a few words from my Negative Keyword List for
Products: advice, compared, refund, returns, rip off, scam, reviews, about, cheap,
sample, free, instructions, manual, service, courses, homemade, serial number,
statistics, tips, build, clubs, compare, consignment, defined, etc. There’s over 400 words
on it!
If I’m selling a product and paying per click, I certainly do not want my ad clicked if

someone is looking for free samples or the product manual. The same goes for reviews
and advice, since I’m selling to people who know what they want. But if you do have a
review site, then you will want those clicks.
Instead of having to create your own negative keyword lists, just do a search and you’ll
find plenty of free examples in many product categories. Go ahead and modify them
however you want, then upload them to your WADS account, to prevent your ad from
showing when that search term is used.
“A champion is defined not by their wins but by how they can recover when they
fall.” - Serena Williams

VPN SOFTWARE
Use VPN software for competitive analysis.

T

here are a number of reasons to get VPN software besides anonymous browsing.
It stops ISPs from spying and throttling. It prevents getting hacked on public wifi.
It prevents censorship and geographical targeting. It provides access to restricted
websites and more.
The VPN software must be super fast with unlimited bandwidth. It must allow
simultaneous connections, have apps for all devices, and not track or log the websites
you visit.
VPN software is essential for affiliate marketing. It allows you to view the merchant sales
pages for offers outside of your geographical area. For example, if I want to run an offer
that’s UK only, I won’t be able to see the sales page because I’m in Canada. The VPN
allows me to select a UK server to see the sales page.
The VPN also allows me to see how the ads and competition look in any geographical
area. For example, when I search Google I get sent to Google.ca. If I want to see the
real USA competition for any offer, I need to select a USA server from IPVanish then go
to Google.com.
It’s the same deal if you want to run offers in the UK, Australia, India, China, etc. The
VPN software makes it appear as though you are actually physically located there. You
absolutely need it to see the offers, their sales pages, how your ads look, and know
what the real competition is like, before running an offer.
“To me, business isn't about wearing suits or pleasing stockholders. It's about being
true to yourself, your ideas and focusing on the essentials.” - Richard Branson

RETARGETING SYSTEMS
Use retargeting to add money to your wallet.

R

etargeting is the new mailing list. It allows you to advertise without intruding on
anyone’s inbox. It can easily add an extra 40% more revenue to your bottom line.

Retargeting doesn’t require much of a budget to do. It’s not like media buying,
where you pay by the impression, and have your display ad show up on a particular
website 50,000 times.
Retargeting is cookie based. So you’re not advertising to the masses. You’re only
advertising to those people whom already have your cookie on their computer.
For example, on my landing page, there’s a cookie for the affiliate program and a one for
retargeting. Sometimes the prospect clicks my link to the merchant’s sales page, buys
the offer and I get a commission. Other times they hit my lander and bounce back to
search results. But it doesn’t matter, the cookies are set.
I then display retargeting ads as the prospect continues searching down the top 10
organic search results. This allows me to retarget early in the prospect’s research and
info gathering stages, before they made a final purchase decision.
All you need to do is search for the keyword phrase that you are advertising on. Note
the sites coming up in the organic results. Then use a retargeting service to search for
them, to see if they allow ads. If they do, use the retargeting service’s RTB platform to
place your retargeting ads on these top sites.
In addition, retargeting using RTB networks allows advertisers to sneak into the Google
content network, which is sort of a ‘back door’ with a lot less rules and cost than having
ads appear on Google’s search results. These network ads appear on websites
attempting to make money with AdSense, but they are still contextually related to my
original PPC ads.
Retargeting can also work well for selling items related to the original search. For
example, retarget people looking for jobs with resume writing services. Retarget people
looking at travel with luggage, or pretty PDF downloads of tourist destinations, with your
affiliate links inside.
So rather than always retargeting with the identical thing someone searched for, like
bow ties, retarget with dress shirts. Sometimes being subtle works better and it’s not so
obvious that the person is being retargeted.

The bottom line is that retargeting works. It’s a very affordable way to have your display
ads appear to customers and prospects that have already clicked your ads, or visited
your website.
“The classic definition of behavioural economics is to gently steer people toward
certain decisions while still leaving them free to choose.” - Terry O'Reilly

LANDING PAGE TEMPLATES
Use landing page templates to speed production.

T

he fastest way to get a good landing page up is with a template. That way you
don’t have to start from scratch each time. Just load or select the saved template
then change the headline, photo and copy to match the offer.

If you’re using Wordpress, the Focus skin for Thesis is better at making responsive
websites than anything else I’ve used, and I’ve used plenty! It loads super fast and it
has a built in landing page template that can be customized however you like.
If you use Rapidweaver on the Mac, I suggest skipping the normal templates and going
for a free-form framework for drag and drop simplicity. After looking at all of them I
chose Foundry (which is based on Bootstrap) to make beautiful responsive landers, that
look exactly how I want.
I don’t recommend using a third party service for the landing pages. If they host them
all in the same place, it’s easy to pick out your ID number or username, then use
Google’s various search commands to reveal your entire presence on the service.
If the landing page is stored on your site, you can set retargeting cookies. You get
several chances to sell the product, including on the lander, with display ads in the
sidebar, or if they click around on your site and leave on another ad.
If the merchant sales page has testimonials, go ahead and snag a few for use on your
lander, unless they prohibit you from doing so. Just don’t go making them up if they
don’t exist, because that could lead to fines, or worse.
It’s also important to abide by the laws. So if you drop cookies, or collect any data, you
must have the mandatory legal pages which are a TOS (terms of service) and Privacy
Policy page, like the ones Legal Forms Generator makes.
So if you haven’t already done so, get the Legal Forms Generator from internet lawyer
Mike Young. It’s so easy. Just enter your company name, address and few other fields of

info, click a button and get all the legal forms, ready to copy and paste into your
website.
“If you don't design your own life plan, chances are you'll fall into someone else's
plan. And guess what they have planned for you? Not much.” - Jim Rohn

COPYWRITING TECHNIQUE
Emotional ad copy leads to more sales.

I

t’s amazing the difference an ad makes. My friend ran an ad on Bing for TrackR (a
crowd sourced GPS tracking device) and got a .6% conversion rate. The ad I wrote
snagged over 10%.

That’s more than 16 times the revenue, using the exact same merchant sales page,
lander and offer. The only difference was the wording in the Bing search ad.
So what made the big difference? The real magic is in human nature.
What are their emotional needs and wants? What motivates them to buy? What makes
them click? What makes them trust? What's on their mind? What keeps them up at
night? What do they worry about most? How can the product or service you’re selling
enhance their lives?
People buy how a product will make them feel. They buy the end result. They buy the
benefits. They buy on emotion. That’s why advertising must have emotional content. It
makes people lean in, take notice and act.
Advertising isn't about giving information. Good advertising gives people a reason to
care. If you focus on the facts, they won't pay attention. If you trigger an emotional
response, they take action.
And don’t worry if you’re not that good at it yet. Writing ads is a lifelong study. And just
like anything, the more you do it, the better you get at it.
Me? I still read and listen to four to six books a month on advertising, marketing,
consumer behaviour, psychology, motivations, etc. And I’ve spent more than 30 years in
the business!
I don’t say that to impress you, but to impress upon you, that if you love what you do,
it’s easy to become a life long student.
But with all that said, after viewing all the data, and all the market research, you’ll still

need to go with your gut. Good writers go on feeling, instinct and intuition.
Most marketers hate intuition, because they can’t quantify it. But a good ad writer, in
addition to data and research, goes with their instinct. That’s what makes them good
writers.
If you'd like to become better at ad writing, make a commitment to read at least one
book a month and become a lifelong student of advertising. It's fun, it's fascinating, and
it can make you a whole lot of money.
“The essential difference between emotion and reason is that emotion leads to
action while reason leads to conclusions.” - Donald B. Calne

Chapter 3

Pre-Campaign Research
CHECK FOR NEW OFFERS
Look for new affiliate offers daily.

L

og into your favorite affiliate networks each morning and check for new offers. Look
for offers with no restrictions first, as they are the easiest to set up.

Many offers state you must use your own landers, or there’s no bidding on
company names, trademarks, etc. Offers with no restrictions let you bid on their
company name, brand name and generic product category.
And if permitted, bid on their domain name too, but in a variety of ways. Bid on it with
and without the www, spaces in-between the .com and www all the variations you can
think of.
Some merchants want to approve your landing pages. Be careful with that. You are
giving them intel and design for free.
If your advertising campaign works, some merchants will copy it and close the affiliate
program. Not all of them spy and steal, but it’s happened often enough that I no longer
work with merchants that must approve my landers.
Besides, if they need to approve it, you’re suddenly catering to their design whims. The

person doing the approving could be boss’s nephew with zero experience at converting
prospects into customers.
Check other networks for the same offer. New products and services often list
themselves with several CPA networks. You may find out that one network has
restrictions on how you can advertise, whereas the next one may have no restrictions at
all. That’s why it’s a good idea to join several, even if you don’t use all of them equally.
If possible, you want to be the first person to test every new offer. Get the ads up right
away, because if you snag first place in the WADS, the competition needs to bid more, or
get a better quality metric, to knock you out of first place, which isn’t easy to do.
“The secret to success? Find out where the people are going and try get
there first.” - Mark Twain

CHECK THE MERCHANT’S SALES PAGE
Check the merchant's sales pages for quality.

W

hile looking at offers in the affiliate network, be sure you are viewing the real
merchant sales page. For example, if an offer is valid in the UK only, but you’re
in USA, you’ll see a “catch all” default page inserted by the affiliate network.
Fire up your VPN software and select a UK server, to be sure you’re seeing the correct
merchant sales page.
Now quickly scan the sales page for the offer. Ask yourself, if you would you shop there.
Would you honestly buy the product this merchant is offering? Can you advertise it with
integrity and pride?
Is there any fine print or disclaimers? Are there real testimonials from real customers?
Are you confident giving them your credit card number? Do you trust this merchant will
deliver on their promises? If the answer is no, pass on the offer and look for something
else.
Look for bait and switch because it happens sometimes. For example, I saw a game
offer giving $1.50 per install. That sounded great. After clicking the supplied affiliate
link, it led to a page with over 100 games on it. The one on the offer page was nowhere
to be found, so I complained and the affiliate network quickly dumped them.
In addition to testing your affiliate links, click all the links on the offer's sales page. Make
sure they all go where they are supposed to, and that there are no shenanigans.

For example, if the offer leads to a merchant’s loan application form, make sure it
matches what was proposed on the offer page. If it’s an item for sale, be sure that the
buy button actually goes to a shopping cart, not another page. Also watch out for upsells
and downsells that may link away from the offer.
Look at the design. Is there a photo showing a person using the product? Does it show
the product being used in context and solving a problem? Does it show the end result
that you want the person to have?
Is there a persuasive headline that entices the prospect to read the rest of the page?
Does the headline start telling a story, or promise a solution to an existing problem?
Are there a few bullet points that describe the main benefits? Are there sub headlines to
help readers scan the page and find areas of interest?
Does the color harmony match the product category? Things like blue for banking,
turquoise for insurance, white for retail and food, wheat and green for natural products?
Are there confidence builders on the page? Look for things like credit card logos, BBB
and trust symbols. Are there the essential legal pages like a terms of service, privacy
policy and a contact us form?
Is there a toll free phone number on the page? If so, does the phone number have a
unique local for people to call, so your affiliate commission can still be tracked?
Is there any sort of risk reversal like money back guarantee? How do you cancel an
order or trial offer. What about shipping costs? What about returns? Are those links easy
to find?
Most importantly, can you find the conversion point quickly and easily? Is there a clear
call to action? Does the buy now button stand out from the rest of the page?
All the above design elements will help any offer convert better. Not to say you can’t run
ads for an amateur design if you want to test it, but good design is good for business,
because it builds consumer confidence, which means more profit for you.
And don’t worry if this list seems a bit much. After a bit of practice you’ll run down this
checklist in under 5 minutes.
If anything looks weird, go with your gut feeling and pass on the offer. If you decide to
run it, keep the offer page open in a browser window, and move on to the next step.
“When dealing with people, let us remember that we are not dealing with people of

logic. We are dealing with people of emotion.” - Dale Carnegie

SEARCH FOR KEYWORD PHRASES
Search for keywords and phrases to bid on.

A

fter reading the offer page in the affiliate network, and the merchant’s sales
letter, you’ll have a good idea of the main keywords to bid on. Let’s take this
research from an actual campaign (only the brand name was changed) so you
can see how it’s done.
The fictional product is Happy Sleep. The offer page said, “It’s a 100% all natural
insomnia treatment that helps you fall asleep faster and sleep better than other sleeping
aids. Use it with confidence as it was developed by a doctor and clinically tested.” It then
went on to list several ingredients.
So that led me to research five keyword phrases, which would eventually become the ad
groups. The keywords phrases shown underneath each Ad Group Name below, are the
highest volume keywords for that phrase. They are also the keywords that I plan to bid
on, so I’ll need to have those keywords in my ad titles and ad copy.
Insomnia Treatment (Group 1)
insomnia, insomnia treatment, cure insomnia, natural cures insomnia, treatment
insomnia, treatment for insomnia
Sleeping Aids (Group 2)
sleep aids, sleep aid, natural sleep aids, natural sleep aid, all natural sleep aid, natural
sleeping aid, natural sleeping aids, natural sleep aids that work, sleeping aids
Fall Asleep (Group 3)
asleep, fall asleep, go sleep, fall asleep fast, falling asleep, ways fall asleep, fall asleep
faster, fall asleep quickly
Sleep Better (Group 4)
sleep better, get better sleep, better sleep, tips sleep better, how to get better sleep, get
better night sleep, ways get better sleep, sleep better naturally, sleeping better, better
night sleep, getting better sleep
Happy Sleep (Group 5)

happy sleep, happysleep, happysleep.com, www.happysleep.com, www happy sleep
com, www.happysleep com, www happysleep.com
How important is bidding on the domain name? Well, depending on the source you cite,
over half of all search is typing a domain name into the search engine.
You would think people would type the domain name into the browser’s address bar.
Nope, they go to Google or Bing and type the domain name in there. Then click on the
search result. Yes, I know it doesn’t make sense to you and me, but it’s what the
average person does and you can’t argue with the facts.
So, if the offer has no restrictions and the WADS doesn’t mind, bid on the merchant’s
domain name in a variety of ways. Bid with and without the www. Put spaces in-between
the .com and www including all sorts of variations.
But don’t worry about creating ads and bidding on everything to start. You just want to
try two ads in a single ad group - in this case the Insomnia Treatment (Group 1) - to
start and see if the offer converts.
Later, if the offer shows signs of life, write at least two ads in each of the remaining ad
groups. Rotate the ads equally to find a winning ad. Then start bidding on the
ingredients in the sleep aid. Put each one in its own ad group inside the existing
campaign.
“I believe that the only courage anybody ever needs is the courage to follow your
own dreams.” - Oprah Winfrey

DO YOUR DUE DILIGENCE
Do your due diligence on the offer.

S

earch Google using the main keywords and brand names that you intend on
advertising. Are there any reviews? What about scam reports and complaints?

Search for the product on Amazon. Read what the reviews have to say. What are
the main questions about the product? These can become ideas for your ads and
landers.
Look for competing products. Is the offer best in class? If it’s not, don’t bother to run it.
A perfect example was this “military grade super bright flashlight”. It’s a piece of crap. A
couple of quick searches revealed that most flashlights in that price range are brighter
and more durable.

If you haven’t done so already, check the merchant sales page for links a TOS (Terms of
Service), Privacy Policy, About Us and Contact form. If they don’t have them, don’t run
the offer, because they’re not a legitimate online business.
Also quickly check their BBB (Better Business Bureau) status. Do not do business with a
company that's poorly rated or has a lot of complaints. If you do, most of your
commissions will be reversed due to refunds, defective products and bad customer
service.
Some of my friends also check Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and the other social media
services. But for me, a few quick searches on Google, Amazon and BBB usually tell me
everything I need to know.
“Nothing will kill a bad product faster than good advertising.” - David Ogilvy

CHECK THE COMPETITION
Look for competitors promoting the offer.

D

o some research using the search engines for obvious keywords that you intend
to bid on. Search for the merchant’s name, their brand names, domain names
and product category.

It’s ok if there’s competition in the product category. Some competition is good. It
means that someone has figured out how to monetize it.
If there is competition for the exact same offer, it just means that you’ll need a better
quality metric, or higher bid, to bump the contenders out of the top ad slots. Just make
sure the context of your ad and landing page match, then bid high for a day or two,
scaling back after you get a top spot.
Sometimes the competition is the merchant doing paid ads on their own offer. They are
being unfair, competing with their own affiliates. If you’re ok with that, you can just
outbid them and hide your activity from them, which we’ll talk about in the Campaign
Setup section.
No Competition
No competition could be one of several things. It could mean that no one has figured out
how to convert that traffic into sales. You could be first bidder on the offer. It could be a
brand new product. Or your IP address isn’t showing the ads. Let’s look at each
possibility.

The product category could be a dud. Things like recipes are a good example. People
want to search, get it and get off. They might save the recipe to their computer, but
often just leave the recipe open on their phone or tablet while cooking. Maybe if you’re
lucky they’ll bookmark the page, but more often than not, they just search again next
time they need a recipe.
You could be the first to bid. For example, in the affiliate network I searched for new
offers. I found one for farm sinks and there were no ads. The search volume was there,
so I ran ads and started selling farm sinks, lots of sinks. Sinks of every size, shape and
material. No one else thought to even try.
It could be a brand new product. For example, there was an offer in a CPA network for a
UK credit card. There was zero competition and zero in search volume. That combo often
means a brand new product. I bid fast and high to snag top spot in search results. They
started a nationwide advertising campaign and I benefitted from that rocket fuel for
months.
It could be that your IP address isn’t showing the ads. For example, when I search Bing
or Google, it knows from my IP address that I’m in Canada. Ads running offers in the
USA or UK are blocked and won’t display in this geographical area.
To get around this limitation, you must search for competition using a VPN service.
Check the offer page on the affiliate network, it will state where the offer can run. Use
the VPN service to select an IP address within the allowed area.
With financial offers like personal loans, the offer might run in the USA, but not certain
states like North Dakota or Wisconsin. So make sure that the IP address you choose
from the VPN service is within the USA, but not in one of the disallowed states,
otherwise the competitor’s ads won’t show up.
Check the Hops
Use the free Redirect Detective website to discover the all the hops between any ad and
the final destination. Paste each hop into your browser and look for tracking servers.
These are often the other affiliates you’ll be competing against.
Make note of Tracking 202 links, affiliate network identifiers, unique ID’s, etc. If you find
them, do a search on them and they will often reveal valuable intel about the
competition, like all the campaigns currently running with that unique affiliate ID
number.
Look for Dayparting

Finally keep in mind that it’s a world wide web. Affiliates often use a feature call
dayparting to display their ads at certain times of day. For example, they might run ads
from 6-9 am, pause, then run again from 6-11 pm. While this helps target shoppers
instead of people bored at work, it can also explain why you don’t see their ads at
certain times of day.
“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the
one most responsive to change.” - Charles Darwin

CHECK THE TRAFFIC VOLUME
Check the keyword search volume using the search engines.

G

oogle and Bing have keyword tools that show the search volume on any
keywords, or phrases that you type into them. If you intend to advertise on Bing,
do not use the Google for your research because their search volume and user
demographics are very different.
Note the geographical area that you are searching and make sure it matches the offer
you intend on running. In other words, if you’re looking at search volume in the USA but
the offer is only valid in the UK, your numbers are going to be way off. Same deal if
you’ve only selected USA and the product ships worldwide.
Usually you want to see a healthy amount of searches, like several hundred per day.
There must be enough search volume to justify doing all the work and running the ad.
(The exception being brand new products.)
At the moment, you’re only concerned with the top volume phrases. Bid on those to
start. Don't worry about long tail phrases. You can always add them later. At this point,
you just want to see if the offer converts into sales.
As mentioned earlier, an exception to the low search volume rule are new items without
any prior search history. Those can be worth setting up because lazy affiliates won’t
touch them, meaning no competition for you.
You never know, that new product might be on the launching pad for sky high profits. It
could be featured on a TV program like Shark Tank, the focus of a daytime health show,
endorsed in a celebrity talk show, or about to embark on a major TV, radio and print
campaign.
“Timing is persuasion.” - Terry O'Reilly

CHECK THE WADS BID PRICES
Be sure the bid prices are realistic.

M

ost WADS have some sort of bidding or auction system in place. It helps
determine who gets their ad shown or served first. Sometimes it’s strictly bid
price. Others have quality metrics involved.

Most CPM WADS that are used for retargeting, show exactly what your ad spend will be.
You decide what your bid will be, but if someone has their bid set higher, their ad will
show instead of yours. Then it’s a simple matter of monitoring clicks and adjusting bids
accordingly.
Search engines like Google and Bing will show a suggested bid price, but don’t start your
bid at that level. What I suggest with search engines is to bid slightly higher, say 10%
more than the top bidder.
So how do you know the real bid price? At the time of this writing, it’s a secret that few
people know about.
While doing keyword research, you might have noticed a little link to download a CSV
file containing the keyword phrases. Download that CSV file to your computer, because it
shows the suggested bid price and competition bid price. This reveals the exact top bid
price of the competition.
All you need to do is bid slightly higher. Then with all things being equal, like quality
metrics and ad to lander relevance, you’ll snag top spot.
“The way I see it, if you want the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain.” - Dolly
Parton

DECIDE ON THE OFFERS
Decide which merchant offers that you want to run.

N

ow that you’ve looked at all the new offers, merchant sales pages, keywords,
competition and bid prices, it is time to decide which offers to run. Ideally they
should match the content of your website. Selling car loans on a nutrition site
won’t work.
The decision tree looks like this:
1. It’s a good offer with few or no restrictions.

2. You can bid on the brandname and domain name.
3. You can direct link from search ad to the offer.
4. The landing page is optional. (Build after testing offer.)
5. The affiliate links and merchant’s sales page look good.
6. The offer is a good match for your website content.
If you can answer yes to all the above. Get into action.
Usually the first person to bid on an offer gets grandfathered in to the top spot. Then it
is up to the competitors to outbid you, get a better quality score, more relevant lander,
more clicks, less bounce back, or whatever the WADS quality metric is. They have to
earn it.
So if you see something new and interesting, start a campaign for it, before looking at
more offers, or affiliate networks. It’s all about speed. Write two quick ads and get them
running in a single ad group, bidding on the top 4-5 keywords. Even throw together a
quick landing page using a template, if the merchant requires one.
Don’t worry about the details. Once the first ads are running and you have all the new
campaigns set up for the day, go back and add the polish. Spend more time on the
merchant site, do proper market research, add more ads, ad groups, keywords, negative
keyword lists, landing pages, etc, later in the day.
At this stage of the day, it’s very much a “ready, fire, aim” approach. If an offer is a flop
and it doesn’t convert, you want to know quickly, without too much time, money or
effort put into it.
“You miss 100 percent of the shots you don't take.” - Wayne Gretzky

CREATE A DOCKET FOLDER
Organize your campaigns into docket folders.

C

reate a “docket” folder on your computer, for every campaign that you intend to
run. You could use a database, but I prefer simple text files and folders on my
computer

For example, I create a top level folder for the MaxBounty affiliate network. Inside it I
create a subfolder called “4024 - Big Nutrition”. The 4024 is MaxBounty’s unique offer ID

number and Big Nutrition is the campaign title, reflecting the brand name.
Inside the 4024 Big Nutrition folder would be the following items:
1. A plain text “log sheet” listing my affiliate links, redirects, campaign notes and the
unique ad ID number (assigned later by the WADS, which will be used for tracking
purposes)
2. A folder containing artwork like any logos, product shots, or display ads supplied by
the merchant
3. Screenshots of the offer page on the affiliate network
4. Screenshots of the merchant’s landing pages
5. Negative keyword list for the campaign
Although this might seem a bit tedious, this filing system will help you find stuff quickly.
And it’s not hard to do. Set up a dummy set of files and folders once, then just duplicate
it for each new campaign.
“For every minute spent organizing, an hour is earned.” - Benjamin Franklin

SAVE THE OFFER PAGE
Save the offer page as proof, in case you need it later.

N

ow that you have a freshly created docket folder, it’s time to save a few things
into it. If you haven’t created a docket folder do it now.

When you decide to run an offer, save the offer page that’s displayed on the
affiliate network to your computer. On the Mac, save the page as a web archive. This
saves all the text and graphics. Alternately, you could do screenshots using Snagit or
similar software.
Saving the offer page is important, so do not skip this step. You might need proof of the
original offer conditions later.
For example, sometimes an offer will start with no restrictions. A week later, it may
disallow search advertising, social media or bidding on their brand name. The affiliate
networks don't always notify affiliates of these changes.
Sometimes the merchant will get upset and want to ban you from running the offer. But
if you can prove that you were playing by the original rules, the affiliate network will

back you up and ensure that you get paid.
The offer page also contains your affiliate links, geographic regions the campaign can
run in, the types of advertising that can be used, and other data about the offer. If you
have them on your computer, you don’t need to log into the affiliate network each time
to retrieve them.
“The secret of getting ahead is getting started. The secret of getting started is
breaking your complex overwhelming tasks into small manageable tasks, and
starting on the first one.” - Mark Twain.

SAVE THE MERCHANT’S SALES PAGE
Keep the merchant's sales page for reference.

C

lick your affiliate links on the offer page in the affiliate network. Then save the
merchant’s sales pages to your computer as a web archive. It’s another critical
step, so don’t leave it out. It will help with your landing page design, advertising
style, and serve as evidence if you need it later on.
The merchant’s sales page is where the conversion takes place. You’ll want to mirror the
tone and language on the page in your PPC ads, display ads and landing pages. The
closer they are in alignment, the higher the conversion rate will be.
Use the Digital Color Meter app (it comes with the Mac) or similar software to record the
colors on the merchant pages. You can use the same color harmony on your landing
pages and display ads, so they look similar to the merchant.
Note the photos on the merchant’s page. There’s a good chance that they are stock
photos. You can use a stock photo service to find similar photos, or the exact same
photo as they use. If you use similar photos, portraying similar emotions, or situations,
the conversion rates go up.
If the offer has no restrictions whatsoever, you could use Snagit to copy their logos,
product shots, etc, and use them in your advertising, so long as you are selling their
product in a fair and ethical manner. Some companies even provide a “press kit” with
logos, product shots, ads and writeups that you can use without needing permission.
Then there’s the dark side. Every once in a while a merchant tries to pull a fast one.
For example, I was running a credit card offer from an online loan company. The offer
was converting for a few months then suddenly stopped. The merchant, without telling

anyone, took down the credit card page and put up a loan application page in its place.
Commissions stopped but they were getting free PPC traffic to the loan application from
every affiliate running the offer.
In this case, you will need to show your affiliate manager at the affiliate network the
original landing pages, because they might not keep a permanent record of them.
Having good evidence of the original offer makes sure the bad merchant gets booted out
and you still get paid.
“Laziness may appear attractive, but work gives satisfaction.” - Anne Frank

SAVE DISPLAY ADS FOR THE OFFER
Save the merchant's display ads for quick retargeting.

S

ometimes the merchant will provide professional looking display ads in standard
IAB (Interactive Advertising Bureau) sizes. If they look good, save them all to your
docket folder so you don’t have to hunt for them later. Be sure to download any
other artwork, logos or photos provided as well.
These ads can be useful for doing media buys, retargeting, or putting on your websites.
One of my favorite tactics is to write about a product on a landing page, then tell the
prospect to click on the ad in the sidebar.
The downside is that the ads may, or may not, have been tested, so you have no way of
knowing if they’ll attract clicks. The other downside is that your display ads will look like
everyone else.
If you want to make your own ads, check the fine print on the offer page. Sometimes
the merchant is ok with it. Other times you have to use the ones provided, or get any
ads you create approved by the merchant.
Having a graphic design and advertising background, I always want to make my own
ads. But if I want to start retargeting right away, I’ll use their ads just to get the
campaign running, then replace their display ads with my own later on.
“Those who dare to fail miserably can achieve greatly.” - John F. Kennedy

BLOCK THE MERCHANT
Protect your campaigns from spying.

B

lock the merchant’s headquarters and branch offices to prevent them from spying
on your campaign. Search for them in Google, check their legal pages, or the BBB
to find their physical street address. Then add their location to the blocking list in
the WADS.
Some WADS let you block a small region, down the county or municipality. Others only
block at the state or provincial level. Block the smallest area you can.
I had to learn this the hard way. More than once I’ve seen a merchant shut off an offer
with 24 hours notice. Then a couple days later I see knockoffs of my ads and landing
pages.
These despicable merchants have no intention of a long term relationship with the
affiliate network. They are testing their sales pages and watching how the affiliates
promote the offer.
Once the merchant has tracked which advertising converts the best, they pull the offer
from the affiliate network and use the intel - paid for by the affiliates - in their own
campaigns.
So it is a good idea to block their geographic locations from spying in the first place.
Then use redirects on your links so they cannot tell where the clicks are coming from.
“If you want to live a happy life, tie it to a goal, not to people or things.” - Albert
Einstein

BLOCK THE AFFILIATE NETWORK
Keep all your campaign details a secret.

F

ind the affiliate network’s head office and block your ads from showing up in their
geographical area. It prevents them from “accidentally” telling another affiliate, or
merchant, about your marketing efforts.

Affiliate managers love to give tips to their affiliates. But by helping others, it can have a
negative effect on your earnings, if they accidentally share intel about your ads and
landing pages. So don't ever share your campaigns, unless you are required to send
them in for approval by the merchant.
I don't do those types of offers though. I’ve learned from experience, that merchants
who must approve ads and landers before you can use them, aren’t worth dealing with.
An exception might be a financial offer, where you’re using their application API

software, or a similar circumstance.
Yes, the affiliate network knows how much money you earn because they pay your
commission, but never share “HOW” you do it. Not with your affiliate manager, another
affiliate, a conference attendee or anyone else. Keep it a secret.
“Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough to make them all
yourself.” - Eleanor Roosevelt

GET YOUR LINKS TOGETHER
Keep all links on a campaign log sheet.

T

his is the last step in the pre-campaign checklist, before moving on to write the
ads and set up the campaign on the WADS. You’ll need the affiliate links - and if
you’re using them - tracking links and retargeting links.

At this point, you’ve already tested the affiliate links to be sure they work. Now copy and
paste them into a “log sheet” text document and keep it in the docket folder on your
computer. This allows you to have quick access to them, without having to log into the
affiliate network.
If using a click tracking service, you’ll need to configure your affiliate link to their way of
doing things. Same deal if you’re using self hosted click tracking software.
All I use is a simple redirect in an htaccess file. (You can find out more about the
htaccess file in the “Before You Start” section.) Lastly, add the redirect URLs to your
campaign log sheet in the docket folder.
If using a retargeting service, some of them have a very unique feature called ROC
(retarget on click). That means the prospect can be retargeted the moment they click
the PPC ad. They don’t need to hit a landing page to have the retargeting cookie set.
You’ll need visit the retargeting service and set up a ROC campaign first. After the ROC
is set up, grab your affiliate link and paste it into the ROC campaign. The service will
then give you a special URL to use in your ads.
“I didn’t get there by wishing for it, or hoping for it, but by working for it.” - Estee
Lauder

Chapter 4

Do the Creative
DRAFT A QUICK PERSONA
Personas help define the target customer.

Y

ou saved the offer page from the affiliate network and the sales page from the
merchant. Before writing the ads for your campaign, give them a quick read.

Remember to get your ads up fast. You can fine tune the ad later, when you learn
more about the demographics and psychographics of the target audience. But for now,
just zip through this checklist.
Ask yourself who the product or service is for. What are their habits? Where do they live?
What is their gender, income, social status and lifestyle?
Why are they searching for this type of product? What problems do they have? How
does this product solve those problems? Is the product unique in any way?
What is the purpose of the product? Is it just for fun, an ego boost, clean skin, a
healthier body, status boost, solution to a problem, or a safety concern?
Note the style of writing and tone of the message on the sales page. Try to mirror that in
your ads as close as you can.
What you are doing is creating a quick persona of the prospect who’s likely to buy this
product or service. After about 10 minutes, you should know who this product is for and
be ready to write the ads.
“The most powerful element in advertising is the truth.” - Bill Bernbach

WRITE THE ADS
Write ads that will appeal to the target persona.

N

ow before you start, check the WADS for the character limit in the ads. For
example, at the time of this writing, Bing allows three 30 character headlines and
two 90 character descriptions, for each ad. This is your framework to write in.

Now grab your persona sheet that you created in the last step. If you didn’t do it, go
back and do it now. You’ll need it to write effective ads.

You must know your audience. Who are you talking to? What are their needs? What are
their pain and pleasure points? Why are they searching for this product? How does this
product solve their problem?
At this stage I prefer to go analog. Good old pencil and spiral bound paper notebook. I
don’t want any technology getting between me and my ideas.
First I jot down all the emotions associated with the product. I list all the negative
emotions of the problem. I list all the positive emotions when the problem is solved.
How they feel now, compared to how they’ll feel after.
Write as many ideas as you can. Jot down a dozen or so headlines leaving room
underneath each for the ad copy. Within 10 minutes of brainstorming, you should have
at least a couple of ads to copy and paste into the WADS.
Keep in mind that we just want to get our ads up and running as quickly as possible.
That’s why we do the text ads first.
If you want to start retargeting right away, go fo it. Check the offer page in the affiliate
network for display ads. Snag whatever the merchant provided, or whip up a couple of
300x250 pixel medium rectangle ads using your favorite graphics software.
But I don’t bother creating my own display ads at this stage. I usually wait a few days. I
want to be sure the merchant doesn’t pull the offer, so I don’t end up doing unnecessary
work. And I want to see how well the offer converts. Once I’m confident, I’ll create
display ads in all the standard IAB sizes.

“There is a place for data and research and algorithms, but it still all comes down to
a blank page and an idea. The art in advertising is observing human nature,
understanding the heart of a brand and seeing the possibilities of creating a
connection.” - Terry O’Reilly

CREATE A LANDING PAGE
Make the landing page design similar to the sales page.

I

f the WADS allows direct linking, set that up first. This allows the prospect to go from
clicking the ad, directly to the merchant’s sales page.

Direct linking is the fast and lazy way to see if an offer converts. If you can get within
20% of breaking even, tweaks to the ad, or creating a lander can make the difference
between a campaign being profitable or not.
If the WADS doesn’t allow direct linking, you must set up a landing page on your
website. It should consist of a headline, photo, subheading, a few bullet points, a couple
of paragraphs, and a clear call to action, with an easy to find button.
All the “traditional” marketing tactics can be employed. There’s everything I’ve already
shared about creating personas and writing emotionally charged ads. There’s Dan
Ariely’s framing of offers. Plus there’s Robert Cialdini’s principles of social proof, scarcity,
consistency, authority, liking and reciprocity.

The language and tone from ad, to the lander, to the sales page should match as closely
as possible. The color harmonies on the lander should match the sales page. The
graphics, photos, headline, bullet points, should all be in harmony.

Sample of a Simple But Effective Landing Page
Keep it simple, with all important data above the fold. That means no scrolling down the
page to see the call to action.
The photo can be supplied by the merchant, or it can be a stock photo that you choose.
Just be sure that the emotion in the photo is in harmony with the sales page.
The headline can be the same headline from the PPC ad. Without a good one, people
won’t read the body copy, or bullet points. The photo stops the eye and arouses
curiosity. The headline creates desire to read the rest of the page.
The bullet points can be the copy from the PPC ad, with a couple more benefits thrown
in. And most importantly, the call to action button must be big and in a contrasting color
to the rest of the page.

It shouldn’t take more than 30 seconds to read your lander and get the emotional gist,
the feeling, the end result this product will bring. If it’s longer than that, rework it. You
want people to land, get interested and click off to the merchant’s sales page. (The
exception being review style sites, where long copy works better.)
Just do your best to get the lander up quickly. You can fine tune it later. Keep testing and
keep improving. Change one element at a time to see if conversion rates go up or down.
Keep what works, toss the rest.
“If your message is just straight information, think twice. If it doesn’t provoke a
reaction, it’s invisible.” - Terry O’Reilly.”

SOURCE THE PHOTO
Use photos to improve conversion rates.
Most landing pages benefit by having a photo. It could be of a person, the product, a
person using the product, a before and after, a metaphor, a juxtaposition, an object of
desire, a symbol, brand images, something funny, dangerous, shocking, or some other
emotional content.
After testing many options, my conversion rates improve with pictures of people, or a
person. Ideally the emotion of the person in the photo is showing the end result, or
feeling that comes with using the service, or owning the product.
If the advertiser didn't provide any photos or product shots on the affiliate network's
offer page, make your own. One way is to visit the merchant’s sales page and take
screenshots using Snagit or your favorite image capturing software.
If they do not permit using screenshots, use a stock photo instead. My favorite source
for stock photos is 123RF.com. They have exact same photos, by the same
photographers that the expensive services have, but at a fraction of the cost.
I don't mean a similar less quality photos. I mean the exact same image by the same
photographer! Plus, if you buy in bulk, you can still get small photos for use on the web,
for under two dollars each.
“There can be no transforming of apathy into movement without emotion.” - Carl
Jung

Chapter 5

Campaign Setup Part 1
NAME THE CAMPAIGN
Organize campaigns for easy management.

E

ventually you’re going to have a lot of campaigns running, paused, stopped, or in
the process of getting set up. Finding information quickly buys you time, so come
up with a filing system from the start.

I include a code for the affiliate network, the offer number for easy referrals and the
offer name. In the example below, MBY means MaxBounty, 12345 is the offer number on
their network, and Big Loans Today is the offer / campaign name.
MBY 12345 Big Loans Today
SAS 224563 Happy Nutrition
AVL 128733 Golf Clothes
This groups all the campaigns from each affiliate network together in the WADS and on
my computer. It also makes them easy to find being alphabetical. So now when the
affiliate network notifies you of changes to offers, they are easy to find and adjust.
But don’t delete a campaign if the offer suddenly gets cancelled. Pause it instead. It may
come back in a week, or it may have moved to a new affiliate network, and all you need
is a new affiliate link to paste into your redirect.
“Step out of the history that is holding you back. Step into the new story you are
willing to create.” - Oprah Winfrey.

SET THE CAMPAIGN BUDGET
Use daily spending caps keep on budget.

T

his is where you choose the time frame and the amount for the budget. It affects
all ads and keywords under the campaign.

For the time frame, I prefer to set a daily budget. The WADS service won't exceed
this amount in any given day. Some give a choice between spending the budget as
quickly as possible, or spreading the ad spend throughout the day.

What to choose depends on what you are trying to achieve. If running a quick test to a
lander or sales page, just to see if it converts, spending fast may be a better choice.
Otherwise, choose an equal spend throughout the day.
Check the currency in use. Since I’m in Canada, I prefer my ad spend to be in Canadian
dollars. That way the ad spend correlates directly to my deposits and I don’t have to
wrangle with conversion rates.
The last tip is to set the daily amount as high as you can and watch it like a hawk for the
first couple of hours. There is some evidence to suggest that a high bid has an effect on
the WADS quality score by sending an “initial high quality” signal. So as a general rule,
enter a value between $200-$500 as the daily ad spend and watch it carefully. Then
once the ads start running, scale it back to $50-$100
That said however, if your budget goes quickly and the merchant’s sales page is
converting, up your budget right away. Because if it starts being profitable, you’ll want
to buy all the ad inventory that you can from that WADS.
If the budget goes quickly and there’s low or no conversions after 300 clicks, pause it.
Check the WADS to see where the clicks are coming from. You might want to block
certain geographic locations if they are just clicking but not buying.
If you can get within 20% or so of being profitable, try tweaking the ads and landers.
That little extra effort can often make a huge difference in revenues.
“Few men have virtue to withstand the highest bidder.” - George Washington

CHOOSE THE LANGUAGE
Choose the language where your ads will appear.

T

his is the language of the websites that your ads will display on. If you select
English, your ads will only appear on websites that are written in English.

Once you choose the language, it cannot be changed. To get the same campaign
running in a different language, it needs to be set up as a new campaign.
There are a couple of reasons to do this. For example, if a campaign is successful in
English, it could be successful in other languages too. Translate your ads into different
languages to test them out. But first check if there is a sales page in that language and
if the merchant ships worldwide.
Another example is advertising in English to a country that has English as their official

second language, like India or China. They have first and second largest English
speaking populations in the world. (The USA is third.)
Another tactic is advertising in English, where most people can speak it, like Finland and
Germany. Having an ad in English on a German language website can make it pop out
from the rest of the page. Test it on a successful campaign.
“The first step toward success is taken when you refuse to be a captive of the
environment in which you first find yourself.” - Mark Caine

EDIT THE LOCATION TARGETS
Choose the geographical areas that will run the ads.

T

he offer page from the affiliate network will list the countries, states and
provinces in which the offer can run. Select those same countries as target
locations in the WADS.

Usually you just need to set the target country. But with some offers, especially financial
advice and loans, they are licensed only in certain states, so be sure to check the offer
page for details.
With some WADS this is also the place to block the places where you don’t want your
ads to show. As discussed earlier, block the affiliate network and merchant locations.
Yes, they can get around it if they used VPN software, but few of them do.
Be careful not to select “run of the internet” or “run of the web” options. Although an
excellent choice for retargeting, it’s a poor choice for PPC advertising, where you want
tight control over where your ads run.
If the WADS stats start showing a lot of clicks from a specific state or province, it may
be worth setting up a separate campaign for it. For example, use Google Trends to
search for something like “debt relief” and you’ll discover that Nevada has the highest
amount of search, and Washington State has the lowest (at the time of this writing).
This “trend data” means that blocking Washington from seeing your debt relief ads may
be a good idea. It also means that setting up a Nevada targeted campaign, along with a
custom Nevada themed landing page could be highly profitable.
The last setting for location targets can be a little confusing. Bing asks who should see
your ads, people in the target locations, or people searching for info about the target
locations.

Usually you want to target people in the locations where your ads appear. The second
option however can be useful in certain situations, like selling accommodations to
travellers who want to visit a city, but not to those who already live in the city. In other
words, if I’m selling trips to New York, I don’t want to show my ads to people who live in
New York.
“Big ideas come from the unconscious. This is true in art, in science, and in
advertising. But your unconscious has to be well informed, or your idea will be
irrelevant. Stuff your conscious mind with information, then unhook your rational
thought process.” - David Ogilvy

CHOOSE SEARCH OR NETWORK OR BOTH
Decide if the search partners can show your ads.

S

ome WADS like Bing have both a search engine and search partners. Choosing
Search will show your ads on Bing only. Choosing Network will have your ads
appear on their search partners, which at the time of this writing include Yahoo,
AOL, Duck Duck Go and others.
I know from experience that Search converts better for most offers. That is my default
setting and it’s usually the only one I use. But it really depends on the offer.
Things that converted higher when using both Search and Network were simple zip code
or email submit type CPA offers. Others included getting leads for services and software
downloads.
The search partners for Google and Bing can also be reached through a retargeting
network. So if in doubt leave it out, especially to start, because you can always add the
search partners and network, after an offer has proven to convert.
“If you are not willing to risk the usual, you will have to settle for the ordinary." Jim Rohn

Chapter 6

Campaign Setup Part 2
SET THE BID STRATEGY
Choose either automatic or manual bidding.

M

icrosoft has some of the top AI (artificial intelligence) and machine learning
capability in the world. Although it may be good for some purposes, I don’t want
“the machine” running my ads on Bing.

I prefer to set my bids, and have Bing use those bids, every time my ads get clicked. I
monitor new campaigns every hour or so for the first day, and every 2-3 hours during
the first week. After that, I know exactly how much I need to bid, to maintain top spot
above the search results.
Other Bing options include having the machine adjust your bids in real time, to get as
many clicks as possible, a static cost per customer acquisition, and maximum
conversions for the budget. Unless you have massive funds, these options may not be in
your best interest.
For example, let’s say you have automated bidding activated. A new advertiser comes
into the space. They bid insanely high trying to bump you out of top spot. The machine
automatically compensates and makes its own high bids to compete. An hour later your
daily budget is blown. That’s why I don’t recommend using it.
An interesting feature is what Bing calls CPA (cost per acquisition). It’s basically a 30
day average of what it takes to acquire a new customer. The machine will adjust bids in
real time to get you to this average. If you want to test it out, try it on a couple of
keywords, or individual ad group, before applying it to a whole campaign.
One of the most important numbers is your DPVV (dollar per visitor value). It’s basically
your total monthly sales, divided by your website’s total number of unique monthly
visitors. So if you get $12,000 in sales after 10,000 unique visitors, your DPVV average
is $1.20. If you run at a 20% profit margin, that backs out to $2,400 net income for
you.
If you have to bid higher than the DPVV, you’re either going to lose money, or eat away
at your profit margin. Usually it’s just a matter of switching to a less expensive WADS,
or finding longer tail keywords to bid on.
Expressed another way, just log into the WADS using one browser window, and the

affiliate network in another. Look at your ad spend versus commissions earned on any
given offer, and make your decisions based on that data.
“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly
satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work
is to love what you do.” - Steve Jobs

EDIT THE TARGET LOCATIONS
Use trend data to find the highest converting geographical areas.

S

ome WADS have bid adjustments for geographical areas at the country, region, or
city levels. This allows you to increase or decrease bid prices, depending on who is
looking at your ads, and where they are located.

When starting a new campaign, I don’t bother with this setting. I just want to get the
campaign up and running to see if it converts. If it does start converting, these
geographical bid adjustments can be used in a couple of ways.
Try using the WADS stats to see where the clicks are coming from. If California is giving
you the most clicks, consider increasing the bid price there. Start with a 10% increase
and continue testing from there.
Use Google Trends to see where the interest “should” be coming from. For example, if
you’re selling “farm sinks” type that into Trends. At the time of this writing, North
Carolina, New York and New Jersey do the most searches for that item. So consider
boosting your bid prices by 10% increments in those areas.
“It does not matter how slowly you go, so long as you do not stop." - Confucius

SET THE AD SCHEDULE
Choose the time of day with the best the conversion rates.

T

his is where you set the days and hours the ads will run. A lot of the timing
depends on what you’re selling. So you’ll need to test out a few strategies here.

For example, when looking for products during weekdays, many people browse
while at work, but buy when they come home. So block 9 am to 6 pm. Also block 10 pm
to 6 am. So that means running product ads from 6-9 am, then pause until 6-10 pm on
weekdays, but keep the ads running all day on weekends.

Affiliate programs for job boards, resume services and anything work related are the
opposite. People look for work, post resumes, look for employees, etc, all day long on
weekdays, but not on weekends.
CPA affiliate programs like loan applications, or lead generation items, that do not
require a credit card purchase can be effective at any time of day. But block the 12 am
to 5 am people, because they are least likely to convert.
That said however, late evening can be lucrative when promoting infomercial type
products. These can be 1 minute long commercials for products like insurance and
sunglasses, or 30 minute shows featuring frying pans and blenders.
Most of these infomercial products have affiliate programs. So if you see the ads day
after day, find the product and test running your ads, but only from 10 pm to 1 am. Also
test from 7 am to 10 am the next morning.
“If you don’t get out of the box you’ve been raised in, you won’t understand how
much bigger the world is.” - Angelina Jolie

SET THE DEVICES TO TARGET
People browse on mobile, but buy using desktop & tablets.

M

ost WADS allow you to target either desktop or mobile. Some let you target
specific operating systems, or makes of smart phones, tablets and desktop
computers.

Sometimes it’s a mobile only offer like an iPhone video game install. In this case you
would obviously block anyone using a desktop computer, Android, Windows, and
everything else using an operating system other than Apple.
Another example is virus protection software for the PC. In this case you would block
anyone on the Mac, or any mobile device from seeing your ads.
A lot of mobile traffic is spent during commutes, doing social media browsing. Mobile
users want quick access to facts, quotes, news, recipes and product reviews, often while
shopping in physical stores. Then at checkout, the mobile is used as a payment system,
instead of having to use a card.
Desktop traffic is heavier during office hours. Desktop and tablet users do a lot of
research and make most of the purchases. The time spent reading landing pages is
three times longer than mobile. And according to my experience, desktop users tend to

make between 60-70% of all purchases when an order form, shipping info, and a credit
card are required.
So other than app installs and in-app purchases, desktop is still king of the hill when it
comes to purchasing. Desktop converts on average around 2.8%, Apple tablets around
2.4%, and smart phones of all makes, a mere 0.8%.
This is why I block smart phones on most PPC campaigns. There's no sense in paying for
those clicks, if they're going to convert so poorly compared to desktop.
Yes, some would argue that people might search on the mobile, then walk over to
purchase on the desktop. That may be ok for a retail store when you own the domain
name. But when it comes to affiliate marketing, my affiliate link that they clicked on
using their phone, isn't going to magically transfer to their desktop computer.
The bottom line is, unless it's a mobile only campaign for game installs, or something
like that, you may be better off shutting them off. Display your PPC ads to desktop
computers, and have a far greater chance of getting the clicks that convert into sales.
“Attention is the currency of modern society.” - Ken McCarthy
“The scarcest media resource today isn’t attention, but intention.” - Dan Pink

SET THE DEMOGRAPHICS
Select the age range of the target customers for higher conversion rates.

T

here’s usually a certain audience that you want your advertising to reach. The
demographics setting is where you can choose things like preferred gender, age
range, education, nationality and other settings that relate to the population.

Each WADS has different options available. Search engines have just a few settings.
Social media sites have a lot more. Facebook and dating sites have the most, because
their customers fill out extensive profiles.
Go back to your pre campaign research. Reread the affiliate program’s offer page, the
merchant’s sales letter and the persona sheet you created. Who is likely to buy what
you’re advertising? Is it senior women with a university degree, young females between
18-25, married men over 40?
Use these settings to your advantage, because you probably don’t want to show ads for
a “reverse mortgage” to anyone under the age of 50. Or show ads for “super combat

game” installs to grandma.
At the very least, I usually omit anyone under 18. Yes, they have a certain amount of
influence, but they don't have money, or make household buying decisions, and I really
don’t want to sell anything to minors.
Another factor is the WADS itself. Dig around their website to find their demographics.
Bing has mostly adults and seniors, with substantially more women than men, using the
service.
That’s why I like Bing the best. Women spend something like 90% of household income
and make 70% of the purchase decisions. Plus, as people get older, they tend to have
more disposable income.
Knowing Bing’s demographic helped me know what types of offers work best on it. And
make a lot of money by advertising there.
“If you're trying to persuade people to do something, or buy something, it seems to
me you should use their language, the language in which they think.” - David
Ogilvy

ADVANCED SETTINGS
Explanations of advanced PPC & CPM campaign settings.
Website Exclusions

T

hese are the websites and IP addresses where you do not want your ads to
appear. Some WADS allow you to enter wild cards, blocking subdomains, or any
domain containing a certain keyword, which can be useful for blocking entire
franchises, or competitors from seeing your ads.
The affiliate network and the merchant were already blocked at the geographical level. If
you want to be extra sure, you could block their IP addresses too, but it’s not likely to be
effective, because few companies have their website servers and internet access for
employees on the same IP address.
Flight / Run Dates
The flight date is the start and end date of a campaign. This is useful for seasonal items,
holidays, sporting events, tickets, and special occasions.
Things like tickets sell prior to the event. Flowers peak a few days before Mother’s day.

Halloween campaigns usually stop October 30. (I say usually but I’ve had sweet success
the week after, with people searching for next year’s costume and zero competition.)
The nice thing about flight dates is that you can run the same profitable campaign year
after year. Check if the affiliate program is still running and that your links still work. If
so, let it run. It’s almost like getting recurring revenue on autopilot, once its set up.
Frequency Cap
The frequency cap is how many times any one person will see the same ad. Bing doesn’t
have this setting, but many WADS like dating sites and retargeting networks do.
The logic is, if they haven’t clicked on your ad by the fourth impression, they probably
won’t click. So if you’re paying by the impression, as opposed to the click, set this to
three or four times in a day and only once per website they visit. If paying by the click,
not the impression, then this setting doesn’t matter.
Session Depth
The session depth means how many screen refreshes before your ad won't be seen
anymore. How deep you set this depends on the type of website or WADS.
Things like recipes, weather, and news headlines have shallow depth. People usually look
at the first few pages before bailing out. They want to get the info and get out. So ads at
a deep session depth won’t be seen.
Things like video sites, dating sites, forums, social media sites, have a deep session
depth. People tend to dig in, watch, research, read comments and stick around the site
for a long time. This is when a deep session depth higher than four screen refreshes can
still bring good results.
Goal Setting aka Conversion Pixel
No one likes to be retargeted with ads for a product, after they’ve already bought it.
Goal setting prevents that from happening. It’s also used once someone takes a desired
course of action like filling out a form.
The technology is a usually just a pixel, or bit of code, that gets placed on a thank you
page, order confirmation, or landing page. The pixel will ping the retargeting service to
stop further advertising. Some WADS will also pass through demographic info about the
buyer.
Negative Keywords Upload

The negative keyword list is a very powerful tool. It stops your ad from showing up
when people just want to do things like; complain, get advice, get a refund, free
samples, the manual, or general information.
These people are not buyers. They are looking for info. Do not pay for those kinds of
clicks, unless you actually run a school, provide manuals, or ship free samples.
To get the negative keywords running, search for and download one of the free negative
keyword lists, or make your own. You can modify them however you want. Just be sure
that each keyword, or phrase is on its own line with a hard return after each one.
Look for the Negative Keyword button in the WADS dashboard. Click it and you’ll be
provided a text field. Simply copy and paste your negative keyword list into the field and
click save.
“The art of selling goods is as difficult to acquire as any other art. The proper
methods can be acquired only by a multiplicity of actual experiments, and the one
who tries the greatest variety of experiments will become, finally, a master of the
art.” - Thomas Edison

Chapter 7

Campaign Setup Part 3
CREATE AND NAME THE AD GROUPS
To get higher quality scores, name the ad groups so they match the ad content.

M

ost WADS have a filing structure similar to filing cabinets, with files inside folders,
and folders inside drawers. Think of the campaign as the filing drawer, the ad
groups as folders, and the ads like papers inside the folders.

In the example below, our fictional campaign name has three components. SAS stands
for ShareASale. 224563 is the offer ID. Happy Sleep is the merchant’s product. Each of
the items under the campaign are ad groups. Inside the groups are the individual ads.
SAS 224563 Happy Sleep
Insomnia Treatment (Ad Group 1)
Ad #1

Ad #2
Natural Sleep Aid (Ad Group 2)
Ad #1
Ad #2
Sleeping Aid (Ad Group 3)
Fall Asleep (Ad Group 4)
Sleep Better (Ad Group 5)
Happy Sleep (Ad Group 6)
Be sure that the ad group title is tightly themed to the ads it contains. For example,
every ad in the “Insomnia Treatment (Ad Group 1)” should contain the keywords
Insomnia Treatment in the ad title and body like this:
AD #1
Insomnia Treatment
All Natural Insomnia Treatment
Clinically Proven. 100% Safe. Order Now!
AD #2
Insomnia Treatment
Need Sleep? Try Happy Sleep 100%
Natural Insomnia Treatment. Order Now!
Then do the same for the keyword phrase “natural sleep aid” in Group 2, putting the
keywords in the ad title and body. Follow this formula for Bing or Google and it
dramatically improves the quality score.
“Nobody counts the number of ads you run; they just remember the impression
you make.” - Bill Bernbach

PASTE THE ADS INTO THE WADS
Be sure to grab the ad ID number to help with tracking.

N

ow comes the exciting part where the campaign is almost live. You’ve done all the
research, made personas, written the ads, set up the campaign and created the ad
groups.

Now it is time to get the show on the road. Find the ads that you wrote for the first ad
group and paste them into the WADS. If there’s any weird line breaks, or the ad doesn’t
read like you hoped, tweak it now before it goes live.
You only need one ad group and two ads to start. Try to get the campaign going quickly,
especially if there’s little in the way of competition. You can always add more ad groups
once the campaign is running.
Most automated WADS can take anywhere from 30 minutes to three hours before the
ads start to run. Others, like RTB networks and dating sites, manually approve ads,
which could take up to 48 hours. So make note of the time you started the campaign, on
the log sheet inside the offer’s docket folder.
Also record the unique ad ID number. It’s usually given by the WADS at the moment you
save the ad. You can append this unique ad ID to your affiliate link, to track which ads
lead to sales.
Tracking the ad ID works with all click tracking systems, hosted tracking software, and
even a simple htaccess file. Just don’t click the “GO” button until you add some form of
tracking, or conversion goals, otherwise you won’t know which ads are making sales.
“Facts are irrelevant. What matters is what the consumer believes.” - Seth Godin

SET THE KEYWORD BID PRICES
Bid high until you know your quality score.

W

hen it comes to PPC advertising, be ready to bid high and have nerves of steel.
You must be willing to bid high, at least until your quality score is determined
by the WADS algo. (Not all WADS use quality scores, but Bing and Google do.)

The goal is to bump the competition off and secure a top three spot in search results. If
there are no competitors, you can lock down top spot. Then it’s up to the competitors to
try and knock you out of it.

With Bing and Google, the high bid is a sign of confidence, but in reality, you’ll only pay
slightly more per click than the top competitor. If your bid is high, and the PPC ad tightly
matches the landing page, which matches the merchant’s sales page, you’ll get a high
quality score.
If the bid price is insane, and there’s no way you can outbid the top results, aim for
Bing’s number three or four spot instead. At least your ad will show up on the first page
of search results. Once you get the numbers from a few conversions, you’ll know if the
offer will be profitable or not.
And remember that CSV keyword file? The one with the actual bid prices on it? You
downloaded it earlier and put it in your Docket Folder. Once you have your quality score,
you can reduce your bids to just a fraction higher than your competitors and maintain
your top spot, because you know the real top bid price.
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what
lies within us.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

SET THE KEYWORD MATCH TYPE
Exact match almost always converts the best.

T

here are usually three match types. They are exact, phrase and broad.

Exact match means that your ad won’t show, unless the search query is 100%
exact. So if bidding on “stop bicycle theft” the ad will only show if the search
query is identical.
Phrase match means that your ad will show if any part of the search query matches the
keywords you’re bidding on. So as in the previous example, if you’re bidding on “stop
bicycle theft” your ad will show for that search query, but will also show for “stop
bicycle” or “bicycle theft” queries.
Broad match means that your ad will show if any of the words match. So if we are
bidding on “stop bicycle theft” any of the words “stop” “bicycle “theft” will cause your ad
to show.
I usually start with exact match. I find that in general, it converts the best. I can be sure
my ad is exactly what the searcher was looking for.

Occasionally broad match can work wonders. For example, there’s a bank (yes a real
online bank) named after a fruit. They have an affiliate program for a credit card. I bid
broad on the fruit name, knowing my ad would come up for both the fruit and the bank.
Since the ad is for a credit card, people looking for the fruit didn’t click on it. But people
looking for a credit card from that bank clicked on the ad all the time. And it had no
competition for a very long time.
“We must have perseverance and, above all, confidence in ourselves. We must
believe we are gifted for something and that this thing must be attained.” - Marie
Curie

DOUBLE CHECK AND CLICK GO
Double check all settings then start the campaign.

A

ll you need to do now is click the GO Button and the campaign will be live. But
hold on a sec. Take one last quick look around.

Grab the checklist and run down all the settings. Be sure every little tick box is
set the way you want it.
I once made the mistake of having the wrong geographic setting. I blew through my
daily ad budget in under an hour getting clicks from all over the world, instead of just
North America.
One time I forgot to upload my negative keyword list. So it blew through my budget with
all sorts of tire kickers and info seekers with no conversions.
Once you have double checked the campaign setup, you are good to go. Take a deep
breath and click the start button.
Then if using PPC on the search engines, check back every 20 minutes or so to see if
your ads are running. Otherwise, you’ll need to wait until the ads get approved by the
WADS.
“The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity.” - Amelia
Earhart
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Campaign Followup
CREATE MORE ADS AND AD GROUPS
Simple tweaks can make the campaign profitable.

B

y now you have at least one ad group with two ads in it. Now go back to the Log
Sheet inside your campaign’s Docket Folder on your computer for more ads.

You would have written them back in the pre-campaign research phase. If you
remember back to the example, it was for a fictional product called Happy Sleep. Only
the first ad group - Insomnia Treatment (Group 1) - was set up with two ads in it to
start, because the goal was to get first mover advantage. Now go and create the rest of
the ad groups and place at least two equally rotating ads in each one.
Insomnia Treatment (Ad Group 1)
Sleeping Aids (Ad Group 2)
Fall Asleep (Ad Group 3)
Sleep Better (Ad Group 4)
Happy Sleep (Ad Group 5)
If the merchant’s sales page starts converting, it may be a good idea to expand the
campaign. In the case of Happy Sleep, it may be a good idea to get some articles
written about the various sleep inducing ingredients, including inositol GABA, valerian
root, melatonin, etc. Each could become its own landing page where you advertise
Happy Sleep.
If an ad and lander are getting within 20% of breaking even, study the merchant’s sales
page more closely. Tweak your ad and lander so that the persona, language, photo,
colors and attitude are more in alignment with it. Pause the ads converting the least and
keep writing new ads to compete with your best ones.
Something that works wonders with landing pages, is making their stock photos and
headlines thematically related to each individual ad group. If you use a template based
system, it can be very easy to do.
For example, the landing page for Insomnia Treatment Group 1, has a photo of a
frustrated woman, pulling on her hair, while sitting on the edge of her bed. I will agree

with the pain and frustration, while positioning the Insomnia Treatment as the solution
to the problem.
For Group 2 Sleeping Aids, I load the template, swap out the headline with the Group 2
one Sleeping Aids. I then drop in a new photo of a woman fast asleep, in a dark room,
with a slight smile on her face. In this case I am showing the end result she will have,
the peace and happiness of a good night sleep. I position the product as way to bring
such wonderful happy sleep to the reader.
“Promise me every advertisement you create will sell one benefit only. If you have
five important benefits to talk about, that’s five different ads. Anything less renders
your marketing invisible. - Terry O’Reilly

MONITOR THE AD POSITION
You'll know within 300 clicks if an offer will be profitable.

W

hen doing PPC using the search engines, you want your ad to be in one of the
top three spots. This puts it above the search results, so it's first to be seen
and get the clicks.

If the bids prices are getting too high, consider aiming for the sidebar or below the
search results. The ad will get free impressions and exposure, while branding your
domain name. And it will get some clicks, just not nearly as many as being above the
search results.
If you’re doing retargeting using run of web, but getting no clicks, consider upping your
bid price by 10 cent increments per thousand impressions. It’s the same deal with RTB if
you’re buying remnant traffic on the top search results. Slowly up your bid by small
amounts daily, until you start getting clicks on your impressions.
Keep in mind that PPC tests start at $50 and go up from there. You’ll know within 300
clicks if an offer will be profitable. If you get 1% conversion, ad tweaks can triple it or
more. If you don’t at least 1% conversion after 300 clicks, pause the campaign.
Do not delete the campaign though, because the terms of the offer could change. Once
the merchant sees no sales, they may drop their price, do a landing page redesign, allow
bidding on their brandname and category, or some other change. In this case it’s far
easier to take the campaign off pause, than to do all the work of setting it up again.
“Many of life's failures are people who did not realize how close they were to
success when they gave up.” - Thomas Edison

MONITOR THE QUALITY SCORES
Aim for a quality score of 8/10 or higher.

S

ome WADS, notably Google and Bing use a quality metric called a Quality Score. If
your score isn't at least 8/10 you may need to write better ads, modify the landing
page to be more tightly themed to the ad, or put the ad into a more thematically
related ad group.
If you have a quality score of 5 or less, start over from scratch. No kidding, trash it and
start over because your campaign doesn’t meet their quality standards. If your quality
score is 6 or 7, it usually comes down to a few things:
Bid Price
This is simply a matter of bidding more. It may take nerves of steel at the beginning,
but hang in there. Slowly increase your bid price and check back every hour or so to see
your positioning. Newbies often come into a space with crazy high bids, but soon give up
if you hold your position for a couple of days.
Keywords
The keywords you're bidding on do not match the ad wording closely enough. In this
case write new ads that include the exact keyword phrase you’re bidding on, in the ad
title, and the ad copy.
The other way is to remove the poorly performing ads, and paste them into a new ad
group, that is more tightly themed between the ad group name, wording in the ads and
the keywords you’re bidding on.
Relevance
This is when the search query more closely matches the ad. So let’s say you’re selling
farm sinks and your ad displays for that phrase. If the search query is stainless steel
farm sinks, someone bidding on that exact phrase will have more relevance than an ad
for just farm sinks.
Therefore, it’s a good idea to look through WADS history, to see which search phrases
people are using when they click on your ads. So if you are selling farm sinks and
bidding on that phrase, the WADS may show 40% of your clicks coming from people
typing in copper farm sinks. In this case, create a new ad group and ads, specifically for
copper farm sinks to get more relevancy.
It’s the same deal if you notice that a majority of clicks are coming from a certain

geographical region, like a state or province. In that case, create a new ad group, ads
and lander, with the name of that region in the ad group, ads and lander.
Lander
The ads do not match the landing page closely enough. If you have control over the
landing page you can change it to match the ad, if the ad is performing well and getting
clicks. If you cannot change the landing page, change the headline and copy in the ad to
better match the lander.
It also helps if the page loads fast. If it’s your landing page, you can always optimize the
images, compress the code, etc. If it’s not your landing page and it’s painfully slow when
loading, it may be best to find a new offer from a different merchant.
Click Through Rate
If your ad keeps getting impressions but no one clicks, then the ad will have a low
clickthrough rate, giving it a lower quality score. The only cure is to write more relevant
ads that get clicked on. Often its just a matter of adding a call to action to the end of the
ad like; Learn More, Shop Now, or my favorite, Buy Now!
Shenanigans
Make sure there is nothing on your landing page that the WADS do not like. This could
be things like pop ups, pop unders (aka pounders), exit pops, overlays, iframe, meta
refresh, redirects, etc. The only way to know for sure is to read the WADS terms of use
and make sure your lander stays within the guidelines. If it’s the merchant’s sales page
doing this shady stuff, go find a new merchant.
“Before you can have a share of market, you must have a share of mind.” - Leo
Burnett

DO PERIODICAL SPOT CHECKS
Watch out for link rot and changes to the offer.

I

n addition to monitoring ad positions and quality scores, do periodical spot checks on
the affiliate network’s offer page, landers and the merchant sales page. These can
often change without notice, or simply be forgotten about.

For example, link rot is fairly common. An offer may be pulled, but being busy at the
time, you forgot to change the link on your lander, or redirect file. This results in
frustrated users and blows any confidence the consumer had in your website.

(One of my friends had broken links for over a year, but being sloppy and lazy in his
tracking, didn’t notice. He only found out when I pointed it out. I can only imagine how
much money he lost during that time, paying for clicks that went nowhere.)
Another issue is merchants that modify the conditions of the original offer on the affiliate
network. The affiliate network is supposed to notify affiliates of those changes, but
sometimes they don’t. It doesn’t happen that often, but often enough that the offer on
the affiliate network needs to be checked weekly.
Also be sure to check the merchant sales page for changes. It’s happened a few times,
where the merchant sales page was swapped out, for a new product, which I didn’t get
commission on. The affiliate network was not informed of these changes. The only way
the affiliate network found out is because I complained.
“Don’t find customers for your product. Find products for your customers.” - Seth
Godin

ASK FOR MORE MONEY
Ask for a higher commission rate once you've proven yourself.

A

sking for a bigger commission is one of the easiest things to do, yet most people
are reluctant to do so. All the affiliate network, or affiliate manager can do is say
no. So there’s no harm in asking.

I would suggest that you prove yourself first though. Find some offers within their
network and start selling them. Once you find one that converts, and it proves to be
profitable for you, it’s profitable for the affiliate network too. The more money you
make, the more commission they make.
Call up your affiliate manager on the phone and ask them to take a look at your account.
Show them the numbers. Then ask them for a slightly bigger payout on the offer. If
there is any wiggle room at all, the affiliate manager will usually say yes, rather than
lose your promotional efforts on that offer.
If the offer is exclusive to that affiliate network, it may be a little more difficult to “get a
raise” as it were. But if you search around the other affiliate networks and find the same
offer, or a similar offer paying more, you could mention switching to that offer. In this
case the affiliate manager almost always says yes.
At the very least, there should be some sort of negotiation. The affiliate manager might
set a certain target, saying hit this number and we’ll give you a higher commission. Jot

down the date and time, and then hold them to that commitment in a future
conversation.
Speaking of conversations, have you met the affiliate manager in person? If not,
consider attending some of the trade shows and events that the affiliate manager also
attends. Just ask them which events their affiliate network has a booth at in the next six
months. Then show up and start a relationship.
People are far more likely to do business with, and continue to partner with, people they
know and have met in person. If I had to put a number on it, I’d say that you could
make roughly 20% more income, simply by showing up, meeting people, starting
relationships and making friends.
“Networking has been cited as the number one unwritten rule of success in
business. Who you know really impacts what you know.” - Sallie Krawcheck
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Conclusion
ADVANCED ALOFT
Now go double, triple, or even quadruple your profits.

S

o what do you do after ALOFT is up and running? There’s plenty more you could
do. This page briefly describes some of the advanced ideas that led to increased
revenues.

Set Up a Retargeting Service
Almost all the WADS have retargeting. (Google calls it remarketing.) It can easily
generate 40% more revenue from your affiliate marketing efforts.
Get the retargeting code from at least two sources. Copy and paste it into your
Wordpress theme or website builder, and start building those retargeting lists.
Create Your Own Display Ads
If you use the same display ads as everyone else, you become invisible. That’s because
Broca’s area in your brain is very good at filtering out the predictable. Creating your own

display ads means that you’ll stand out, be unique and get noticed.
Create the ads in standard IAB sizes using stock photos and the headlines from your PPC
ads. Then start running them to your retarget audience. You can also put them in the
sidebars and throughout your website content.
Start Advertising on More WADS
Some people advertise with deep session depths on the dating sites and are very
successful. Some do five-second videos on YouTube. Others master Facebook, doing
dark posts into the news feeds. I like to use Bing.
The trick is to add one WADS at a time and master it, before moving on to another. You
only need a few major traffic sources to make a lot of money.
Search For New Markets
Once you have one website set up, do another in a different category. The markets that
convert the best have a sense of urgency to them. The more urgent the need, the
greater the desire to satisfy that need. I’m talking finances, employment, health,
relationships, and methods that help people start or stop something.
Look into needs like vanity, virility, youth, status, cleanliness, health, well being, safety,
love, companionship, belonging, certainty, sleep. But also take a look at hobbies, sports,
and special interests. Basically anything in the Wikipedia list of magazines has a strong
enough base.
Keep Creating Website Content
As you find new markets, you’ll need to create content. All it takes are 20-30 well
written articles, and the mandatory legal pages, before you can start applying to affiliate
networks and apply for offers.
All the rest of the pages on your website will be hidden landing pages. Remember that
landing pages can lead into the rest of your site containing the articles, but the site
should never link back to the landing pages.
Two Tier Affiliate Programs
A two tier program pays commission to the affiliate who makes the sale, and an
additional smaller commission to the person who told the affiliate about the program. A
good example of a two tier program is the AWeber email marketing service.
If you sign up to sell AWeber using my affiliate link, I will make a small recurring

commission for every one you sell. It doesn’t cost you anything, because AWeber pays
us both. Two tier programs can bring residual income for years.
Survey Your Clickers
My friend set up a lander with a simple form, then took out a PPC ad. It only had one
question, “What is your greatest challenge when it comes to weight loss?” He got over
4,000 emails in two days.
Imagine all that intel, input into a survey like Survey Monkey, then sorted into two and
three word phrases. He got instant bullet points and content for his landers that he
milked for years to come. Sometimes all you need to do is ask.
Subscribe to an Ad Spying Service
If you want to see what other affiliates are doing, subscribe to a service that monitors
the competition. Two of the most popular are WhatRunsWhere and AdBeat. Either tool
makes it easy to spy on your competitor’s campaigns so you can replicate their success.
One of my favorite free tools - when it’s working - is Redirect Detective. It allows you to
see the hops that a link takes, from ad click to destination. Just copy the destination link
from any ad and paste it in. You’ll see the affiliate, landing page, affiliate network,
merchant, click tracking servers, and which websites drop cookies.
Create PDF Downloads
Giving away a free one page checklist in PDF format is an easy way to set retargeting
cookies. You can then sell items mentioned in, or related to, the content in the PDF. Or
you can try to upsell them on a $39.95 ebook that you wrote.
On the other edge of the spectrum are 20 page PDF brochures created by a travel and
cruise affiliates. Each tourist destination has its own beautiful, professionally written
travel guide. Throughout each publication there are affiliate links for accommodation,
airfare, cruises, luggage, attractions, food and more.
Start Email Marketing
Email marketing is alive and well. It adds another tool to your affiliate marketing
toolbox. If you use a long established double opt-in service like AWeber, you’ll get high
deliverability on all your communications. It lets you develop long term personal
relationships with your audience.
I wrote a newsletter called “Internet Marketing Secrets” for 15 years. At its peak, I had
18,000 dedicated readers. Each was worth $4.00 per year. I’ll let you do the math. But it

was pretty good revenue for something that took five days of research and writing per
month to do.
Create an Autoresponder Course
Along the same lines as email marketing is an auto responder series. Many affiliates set
up courses that last eight to ten weeks, sending out one email per week. Everything is
set up in advance, so every subscriber starts with email number one, and AWeber
handles sending out the weekly content.
Another useful idea is a series of “remorse removers” email every two or three days.
These are usually created to help new customers. To just “check in” and see how they’re
doing. To ask if they have any questions, or comments about the product. It’s such a
simple thing, but it keeps the customer happy and makes them feel more loyal to your
brand.
Make Videos & Syndicate Content
Extreme syndication is something I coined and created back in 2007. It lets you do the
work once and present it in four different mediums. You get a video for YouTube, a
podcast for iTunes, a downloadable PDF and fresh website content. Here’s how it works…
Do a talking head video with few slides. Extract the audio from the video and make it
into a podcast. Get a transcript of the audio done and make it into a downloadable PDF.
Then finally take the transcript and post it as fresh content on your website. Do the work
once and get four times the value.
Create Your Own Product
If you’ve been promoting a product for a while and it converts well, you might be
tempted to create your own. Some of my friends doing supplements have set up their
own labs, factories and fulfilment centers. But that seems a little extreme if you’re lazy
like me.
A more realistic goal is to create an ebook on a topic that you know a lot about. It’s very
easy to make a PDF and sell it on your website through Clickbank, or a Wordpress plugin
like Easy Digital Downloads along PayPal and Stripe. Plus you can add affiliate links in
the book for recurring back end sales.
Start Your Own Affiliate Program
If you create your own ebook, the easiest way to make more money, is to set up your
own affiliate program. That way, instead of a salesforce of one (that would be you), it’s

easy to scale up and get hundreds of people selling for you.
The easiest affiliate program of all, is to sell your product through Clickbank or Amazon.
The affiliate program is built in. Other affiliate program management systems include
Wordpress plugins, or stand alone software that you install yourself.
Set Up a Private Site for Continuity
A membership site is a great way to make recurring income. If you’re passionate
something, and darn good at it, there are many people that could benefit from your
expertise. If you had a private site charging $97 a month and had 100 members, it’s a
pretty good gig.
Setting up a private membership site can be as easy as installing a Wordpress plugin.
Most of them offer recurring billing, membership management, drip feeding of content,
upsells, down sells, community discussions and everything else in-between.
Start a Second Company
It is pretty easy to set up a new company. It’s two hundred dollars and takes about 10
minutes. It can be done online while sitting at home in pyjamas.
Now you can go compete with yourself. So instead of having just one set of ads running
on the search engine, or WADS, now you can have two.
If you do it right, the first company can have the number one spot in the search results.
The second company locks down the number two spot. What you get are a lot more
clicks. Double the revenue in some markets.
“Don’t tell me how good you make it. Tell me how good it makes me when
I use it.” - Leo Burnett

THINKING ALOFT
All it takes is one profitable offer and a little momentum.

Y

ou now have all the information needed to succeed with the ALFOT method. I’ve
handed you all the tactics, strategies and secrets, that I used to generate 1.7
million dollars in take home pay in just 18 short months.

Just beware of the dark side. Meaning that I hope you use this incredibly powerful PPC
method for good, instead of evil. In other words…

There are a lot of products that I refuse to sell. I do not sell anything in the adult
industry, pharmaceuticals, any type of gambling, any product or service that has the
potential to cause harm, plus anything false, unproven, fraudulent or misleading.
Watch out for free trials that require a credit card number to get the product. Most don’t
give the customer time to try the product, and return it, before the billing cycle begins.
Many of these scams get shut down quickly, or fined by the authorities, and you
certainly don’t want to be part of that.
Watch out for products with over 30% refund rates. It could mean that the merchant is
“claiming” to have refunds, but trying to pull a fast one on the affiliates and the network,
by getting free traffic. Or it could mean that the product is defective, or low quality, and
your commission will get reversed.
The bottom line is, never sell anything that you wouldn’t buy yourself, or from a
merchant that you wouldn’t trust with your credit card number. Besides, there are so
many good honest merchants, with wonderful things you can sell, so why not focus on
those?
Digital products with knowledge and expertise have some of the highest commissions.
Some of my top money earners have been in categories like finances, employment,
relationships, entertaining, home improvement, dietary supplements, specialty foods,
and lead generation for services.
I’ve also sold several hundred thousand dollars worth of kitchen sinks (I kid you not),
insect repellent, crowd sourced GPS trackers, laminate flooring, waterproof boat
speakers, carpentry tools like drill bits, HVAC filters, camping gear, food additives like
ascorbic acid (Vitamin C), low carb food, gluten free food, and a whole lot more.
So check all the offers. Try running a lot of them. My experience is that only 1/10 will be
profitable. So don’t get discouraged. You’ve made a commitment to try the ALOFT
Method, now persevere, be patient and stick with it.
If you keep trying, and keep setting up new campaigns, you will eventually strike gold.
You’ll find something that converts like crazy. When you do, buy all the ad inventory you
can, and keep reinvesting profits back into the business. Once you have some
momentum going, you’re going to be an unstoppable profit machine.
When you take massive action you get massive results. If you build on the positive
results, it leads to increased confidence in yourself and your abilities. Use that
confidence and continue to build your momentum. That’s what I did for 18 months and it
resulted in 1.7 million dollars. Who’s next? Why not you?

Here’s wishing you all the best for online success!
Michael
Michael W. Campbell, CEO
Dynamic Media Corporation
Web: https://DynamicMedia.com
Email: askmichael@mac.com
Skype: dynamic888

P. S.
If you need help with any of this stuff, please feel free to reach out. Let’s talk about how
we can work together to help you achieve your advertising goals.

“I knew without a shadow of a doubt, that I was receiving help from a guy that
would propel my business beyond what I ever thought possible. Thanks to
Michael Campbell I now enjoy the lifestyle I always dreamed of. If you
want more from your work and your life, then you MUST listen to what Michael
has to say. It’s an honest assessment without a hidden agenda.” - Colin
McDougall

“In a category replete with books of theory, you stand alone as the one who
tells us, "I did it, and here's how." The only downside is, if a guy doesn't "get
it" after reading Clicking it Rich, you gotta' question his motivation, not the
information. It's tough not having an excuse!” - Leslie Rohde

“A kind thanks for all the help you've provided. If it wasn't for you, I don't think I
would have made it. I quit my day job and started affiliate marketing full time.
There have been some ups and downs, but I managed to gross about
$1,000,000 in single year. Pretty damn amazing.” - Paul Nagel

About the Author
Michael W. Campbell worked as a mixologist, musician and recording engineer in
Vancouver Canada during the late 1970s and early 80s. After attaining a degree in
graphic design & communications in 1988 he started in advertising, producing creative
works for commercial printers, ad agencies and media companies.
Marketing online since 1988 (pre internet days) Michael is regarded as a digital
advertising pioneer, having invented many of the processes and phrases still in use
today. He has authored hundreds of books and newsletters on internet marketing, and is
internationally recognized as an internet business expert, with an insatiable curiosity for
all things advertising, marketing and design.
He is the author of: Nothing but Net, Clicking it Rich, The PPC Action Plan, Affiliate
Revenue Secrets, Search Engine Positioning, The Keyword Marketing Method, Revenge
of the Mininet, Goobert (The Social Media Marketing Method), Advertise & Profit Like
Crazy, The Ultimate Heat Map, The Uncovery, Color Persuasion, Business Typology,
ALOFT (aka Clicking it Rich 2), and the Internet Marketing Secrets newsletter..
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(whether in contract, tort, including but not limited to, negligence or otherwise) exceed the amount paid
by you, if any, for this eBook.
You agree to hold the Author and the Publisher of this eBook, principals, agents, affiliates, and employees
harmless from any and all liability for all claims for damages due to injuries, including attorney fees and
costs, incurred by you or caused to third parties by you, arising out of the products, services, and
activities discussed in this eBook, excepting only claims for gross negligence or intentional tort.
You agree that any and all claims for gross negligence or intentional tort shall be settled solely by
confidential binding arbitration per the National Arbitration Rules of the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc. [the
Simplified Arbitration Rules of the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc.]. All arbitration must occur in the
municipality where the Author’s principal place of business is located. Arbitration fees and costs shall be
split equally, and you are solely responsible for your own lawyer fees.
Facts and information are believed to be accurate at the time they were placed in this eBook. All data
provided in this eBook is to be used for information purposes only. The information contained within is not
intended to provide specific legal, financial, tax, physical or mental health advice, or any other advice
whatsoever, for any individual or company and should not be relied upon in that regard. The services
described are only offered in jurisdictions where they may be legally offered. Information provided is not
all-inclusive, and is limited to information that is made available and such information should not be relied

upon as all-inclusive or accurate.
For more information about this policy, please contact the Author at the e-mail address listed in the
Copyright Notice at the front of this eBook.
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THESE TERMS AND EXPRESS CONDITIONS, DO NOT READ THIS EBOOK.
YOUR USE OF THIS EBOOK, PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND ANY PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES MENTIONED
IN THIS EBOOK, MEAN THAT YOU ARE AGREEING TO BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THESE TERMS.
Affiliate Compensation & Material Connections Disclosure
This eBook may contain hyperlinks to websites and information created and maintained by other
individuals and organizations. The Author and the Publisher do not control or guarantee the accuracy,
completeness, relevance, or timeliness of any information or privacy policies posted on these linked
websites.
You should assume that all references to products and services in this eBook are made because material
connections exist between the Author or Publisher and the providers of the mentioned products and
services (“Provider”). You should also assume that all hyperlinks within this book are affiliate links for (a)
the Author, (b) the Publisher, or (c) someone else who is an affiliate for the mentioned products and
services (individually and collectively, the “Affiliate”).
The Affiliate recommends products and services in this eBook based in part on a good faith belief that the
purchase of such products or services will help readers in general.
The Affiliate has this good faith belief because (a) the Affiliate has tried the product or service mentioned
prior to recommending it or (b) the Affiliate has researched the reputation of the Provider and has made
the decision to recommend the Provider’s products or services based on the Provider’s history of providing
these or other products or services.
The representations made by the Affiliate about products and services reflect the Affiliate‘s honest opinion
based upon the facts known to the Affiliate at the time this eBook was published.
Because there is a material connection between the Affiliate and Providers of products or services
mentioned in this eBook, you should always assume that the Affiliate may be biased because of the
Affiliate’s relationship with a Provider and/or because the Affiliate has received or will receive something of
value from a Provider.
Perform your own due diligence before purchasing a product or service mentioned in this eBook.
The type of compensation received by the Affiliate may vary. In some instances, the Affiliate may receive
complimentary products (such as a review copy), services, or money from a Provider prior to mentioning
the Provider’s products or services in this eBook.
In addition, the Affiliate may receive a monetary commission or non-monetary compensation when you
take action by clicking on a hyperlink in this eBook. This includes, but is not limited to, when you purchase
a product or service from a Provider after clicking on an affiliate link in this eBook.

Earnings & Income Disclaimers
No Earnings Projections, Promises or Representations

For purposes of these disclaimers, the term “Author” refers individually and collectively to the author of
this eBook and to the affiliate (if any) whose affiliate links are embedded in this eBook.
You recognize and agree that the Author and the Publisher have made no implications, warranties,
promises, suggestions, projections, representations or guarantees whatsoever to you about future
prospects or earnings, or that you will earn any money, with respect to your purchase of this eBook, and
that the Author and the Publisher have not authorized any such projection, promise, or representation by
others.
Any earnings or income statements, or any earnings or income examples, are only estimates of what you
might earn. There is no assurance you will do as well as stated in any examples. If you rely upon any
figures provided, you must accept the entire risk of not doing as well as the information provided. This
applies whether the earnings or income examples are monetary in nature or pertain to advertising credits
which may be earned (whether such credits are convertible to cash or not).
There is no assurance that any prior successes or past results as to earnings or income (whether
monetary or advertising credits, whether convertible to cash or not) will apply, nor can any prior successes
be used, as an indication of your future success or results from any of the information, content, or
strategies. Any and all claims or representations as to income or earnings (whether monetary or
advertising credits, whether convertible to cash or not) are not to be considered as "average earnings".
Testimonials & Examples
Testimonials and examples in this eBook are exceptional results, do not reflect the typical purchaser's
experience, do not apply to the average person and are not intended to represent or guarantee that
anyone will achieve the same or similar results. Where specific income or earnings (whether monetary or
advertising credits, whether convertible to cash or not), figures are used and attributed to a specific
individual or business, that individual or business has earned that amount. There is no assurance that you
will do as well using the same information or strategies. If you rely on the specific income or earnings
figures used, you must accept all the risk of not doing as well. The described experiences are atypical.
Your financial results are likely to differ from those described in the testimonials.
The Economy
The economy, where you do business, on a national and even worldwide scale, creates additional
uncertainty and economic risk. An economic recession or depression might negatively affect your results.
Your Success or Lack of It
Your success in using the information or strategies provided in this eBook depends on a variety of factors.
The Author and the Publisher have no way of knowing how well you will do because they do not know you,
your background, your work ethic, your dedication, your motivation, your desire, or your business skills or
practices. Therefore, neither the Author nor the Publisher guarantees or implies that you will get rich, that
you will do as well, or that you will have any earnings (whether monetary or advertising credits, whether
convertible to cash or not), at all.
Businesses and earnings derived therefrom involve unknown risks and are not suitable for everyone. You
may not rely on any information presented in this eBook or otherwise provided by the Author or the
Publisher, unless you do so with the knowledge and understanding that you can experience significant
losses (including, but not limited to, the loss of any monies paid to purchase this eBook and/or any monies
spent setting up, operating, and/or marketing your business activities, and further, that you may have no

earnings at all (whether monetary or advertising credits, whether convertible to cash or not).
Forward-Looking Statements
Materials in this eBook may contain information that includes or is based upon forward-looking statements
within the meaning of the securities litigation reform act of 1995. Forward-looking statements give the
Author's expectations or forecasts of future events. You can identify these statements by the fact that they
do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. They use words such as “anticipate,” “estimate,”
“expect,” “project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” and other words and terms of similar meaning in connection
with a description of potential earnings or financial performance.
Any and all forward looking statements here or on any materials in this eBook are intended to express an
opinion of earnings potential. Many factors will be important in determining your actual results and no
guarantees are made that you will achieve results similar to the Author or anybody else. In fact, no
guarantees are made that you will achieve any results from applying the Author's ideas, strategies, and
tactics found in this eBook.
Purchase Price
Although the Publisher believes the price is fair for the value that you receive, you understand and agree
that the purchase price for this eBook has been arbitrarily set by the Publisher. This price bears no
relationship to objective standards.
Due Diligence
You are advised to do your own due diligence when it comes to making any decisions. Use caution and
seek the advice of qualified professionals before acting upon the contents of this eBook or any other
information. You shall not consider any examples, documents, or other content in this eBook or otherwise
provided by the Author or Publisher to be the equivalent of professional advice.
The Author and the Publisher assume no responsibility for any losses or damages resulting from your use
of any link, information, or opportunity contained in this eBook or within any other information disclosed
by the Author or the Publisher in any form whatsoever.
YOU SHOULD ALWAYS CONDUCT YOUR OWN INVESTIGATION (PERFORM DUE DILIGENCE) BEFORE
BUYING PRODUCTS OR SERVICES FROM ANYONE OFFLINE OR VIA THE INTERNET. THIS INCLUDES
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES SOLD VIA HYPERLINKS EMBEDDED IN THIS EBOOK.

